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MAGGIE SMITH
The actress still in the limelight at 84
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Why choose Kutchenhaus? As the
largest retailer of quality German
engineered kitchens in the UK, we
deliver rigid pre-built luxury kitchens
manufactured in Germany at direct
from the factory prices. View your
dream kitchen in the luxurious
surroundings of the largest kitchen
showrooms in the UK.
Brentwood
Farnborough
London - Tottenham Court Road
London - Finchley Rd
Manchester
York

Kütchenhaus supply quality, German engineered
kitchens from Nobilia, one of the leading
manufacturers of fitted kitchens in Europe.

BUY NOW
PAY 2020

These kitchens are manufactured in Germany and
then delivered rigid, pre‑built to you – at direct
from factory prices. View your dream kitchen in the
luxurious surroundings of our kitchen showrooms
in Farnborough, London or Brentwood.

10% Deposit Only

Interest free credit

*Terms & Conditions apply

Interest
free
credit

40%
OFF

furniture

l Full installation service or supply only

l 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
l Kitchens designed and built to order

l Free in-showroom design consultation
l Trade enquiries welcome

40%
OFF
Furniture

German Kitchens Limited (01910199) is an appointed representative of Kutchenhaus Ltd, Unit 704 Kings Park, Severnside Trading Estate, Textilose Road, Trafford Park, Manchester, M17 1WA.
(Register no. 05012625) is a credit broker and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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3 years

0%
UP
TO
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Why choose Kütchenhaus?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

German engineered and
manufactured luxury kitchens
Direct from the factory prices
Full installation service or supply only
provided by‘buy
Hitachi Personal
trading style
of Hitachi
Capital (UK) PLC, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Register no. 704348).
12Credit
months
now’Finance,
anda ‘pay
later’
option
subject to status and affordability. Terms and Conditions apply.
Kitchens designed and builtCredit
to isorder
Free in showroom design
consultation
ViSIOn
Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
Trade enquiries welcome
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Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
VISION Hornchurch.
I hope you are all
enjoying the summer
months and the
outdoors before it
becomes a distant
Editor
hohet,
S
memory.
t
t
e
r
B
What a great time of
year to visit our local high streets and see
the buzz in the community with all the events
taking place.
Dame Maggie Smith is our cover story this
month speaking about the new Downton Abbey
film which is due to be released later this year.
We also look at England’s nail-biting win at the
Cricket World Cup and 100 years of women in the
police force.
In business, we show you how to secure
investments for your new venture and we also
share some recipes for the upcoming
Prosecco Day.
In local news, a barber shop raised money
in memory of a local man, Hornchurch School
wins two awards and a dental practice hosts an
event in aid of a brain tumour charity.
We welcome any of your stories for our local
news pages. So, if you have a story to share
please send it to hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk
VISION is your magazine for your town. I hope
you all enjoy the August 2019 edition of VISION
Hornchurch.
		
		
Brett

DOWN: 1. ADULTS, 2. STARVE, 3. NAVAL, 4. STATELY, 5. SCREENED, 6. ADDUCE, 12. RESONATE,
14. CAPSTAN, 16. BOWMAN, 18. MONTHS, 19, TRUMPS, 20. DEBIT
ACROSS: 1. ASSIGN, 7. ANTECEDE, 8. UMA, 9. RECAST, 10. EMUS, 11. STERN, 13. SLANTED, 15. ABYSMAL,
17. ADMIT, 21. TWIN, 22. SWEDEN, 23. TOM, 24. PASTRAMI, 25. TOASTS
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MULTI CUISINE
MULTI VENUE
FINE DINING
CASUAL STREET
FOOD & SHISHA
NEWLY OPENED
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKENDS
AA ROSETTE CHEFS | 150 SEATER FUNCTION ROOM | BRING YOUR OWN ALCOHOL
OPENING TIMES

Monday closed (except bank holidays)
Tuesday - Thursday 4pm - midnight
Friday - Saturday 4pm- 1am
Sunday 1pm - midnight

01277 554290
www.duskbrentwood.co.uk
Ongar Rd, Brentwood CM15 9SS
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HOW ENGLAND’S INCREDIBLE DEBUT WORLD
CUP TRIUMPH WILL GALVANISE OUR YOUNG
CRICKETERS OF THE FUTURE

T

Photo credit: Javier Garcia/BPI/Shutterstock

o put England’s brilliant cricketing success into perspective,
consider this fact – the last time we won a World Cup on home
soil in a major sport was way back in 1966 when the men’s
football side were triumphant.
During that tournament, BBC Sport commentator David Coleman
was astounded by a little genius player from Portugal, Eusebio,
saying: “Oh my word, have you ever seen anything quite like that?”
Well, the watching audience may have been muttering the very
same words on that balmy mid-July Sunday afternoon at Lord’s,
after an unbelievable climax to a match which reinforced cricket’s
reputation as a sport that combines docile, statistical nerdery with
power-packed nerve-jangling edge-of-seat drama.
And what made this showpiece event a true celebration for the
nation was the decision to make the final free-to-air on Channel 4
after a deal was struck with host broadcaster Sky. That meant that
all those fans – both young and old – who may normally only have
been able to listen to coverage on the radio or catch highlights later
on, were able to witness the action unfold, from start to finish.
It swelled the viewing figures to 7.9million in the UK, and while in
the short-term the immediate effect will be a surge in interest in the
upcoming Ashes series against Australia – which starts on August
1 – the longer-term impact is certainly the more profound, with the
success of the Three Lions certain to inspire more youngsters to pick
up bat and ball.
The unfolding of events and the lifting of the trophy in final-ball
super-over drama will also quieten those whose impression of cricket
is stuck somewhere in the W.G. Grace era. Cricket, these days, is
a fiercely competitive, modern, fashionable sport. While that familiar
clack of leather on willow is a traditional sound that we’ll always
come back to, there is a drive towards technology that football is
only just catching up with.
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100 years of

WOMEN POLICE OFFICERS

T

his year marks a century since women
police officers were allowed to join the
Met, and it’s safe to say the force hasn’t
looked back since.
While many assume it was the capital city that
led the way in changing perceptions and levelling
inequality as regards the gender of police officers,
by the time the Metropolitan Police were assembling
their Women Police Officers (WPOs) for duty, the
Grantham constabulary had been sending a woman
out on the beat for four years.
Edith Smith is officially titled the first female police
constable in the UK, and was given her role in
August 1915. She had been part of a group called
the Women Police Volunteers (WPV), who took it
upon themselves to protect the large number
of prostitutes who had congregated in the
Lincolnshire town, attracted there by
the nearby army base.
Duties involved any cases where
women, or children were involved,
and news of the success of her
work quickly spread to London,

where the Met were keen to replicate the positive
results.
Smith had to combine police work with duties as
a matron nurse in a care home and eventually left
the WPV through exhaustion in 1919. Five years
later, aged just 44, she was dead from a morphine
overdose.
Regardless, her legacy lives on nationwide, and
the Met’s centenary celebrations have unearthed a
number of gems from the archives; notably, a photo
from February 1919 showing the first female police
officers assembled on Clive Steps in Westminster.
The Met decided to replicate that original image,
including recreating the outfits worn by those
pioneering ladies. The project took six months to
complete, with researchers and modern-day
designers needing to use protective gloves
when handling the fragile uniforms.
Today, there are almost 8,000
policewomen in the Met, and 40,000
nationally; many still encouraged
and inspired by those women who
broke the mould 100 years ago.

Windows | Doors | Porches | Conservatories | Fascias & Guttering
www.conceptwindows.co.uk

Trading Standards Approved

HIGH SECURITY WINDOWS

HIGH SECURITY DOORS

COMPOSITE DOORS

BI-FOLD DOORS

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A NEW CONSERVATORY OR
TO REFURBISH YOUR EXISTING ONE...
FROM START TO FINISH WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING

Concept House,
Billet Lane, (Opposite Sainsbury's)
Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1XP

FREE CUSTOMER
PARKING

EVERYTHING ON DISPLAY AT YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM

For Your FREE QUOTE Call
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DEAN
SALON

A GUIDE TO

SKIN
fasting

Elliott Dean is a luxury hair salon in Gidea Park Essex
Bringing you hair and lifestyle that reworks
tradition for a new generation
l

Luxury hair salon l Rated 5 stars l Free consultations
l Elliott Dean Professional Stockist
l Sebastian Professional Stockist

01708 564350

l

www.elliottdean.co.uk

208 Main Road Gidea Park Essex RM2 5HA

@elliottdeans

ARE YOU READY FOR THE LATEST SKINCARE CRAZE?

Elliott Dean Salon

We are
Maa Eyecare,

PASSIONATE EYECARE
FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY

So why not call us today to book an
appointment and experience how
eyecare should be.
121 AVON ROAD • CRANHAM
UPMINSTER RM14 1RQ
TELEPHONE: 01708 578039
V10
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o you ever get sick of your daily skincare routine? Is the expense and the pure
monotony of it all just getting too much?
If you have answered yes, then the new beauty trend ‘skin fasting’ might be exactly
what you need.
WHAT IS ‘SKIN FASTING’?
Skin fasting is when you stop using any skincare or beauty products on your face for a set amount of
time; optimally for seven days. You are advised to wash your face with lukewarm water twice a day and
to take in plenty of fluids.

an independent
and highly
experienced
local optician’s
practice.

Our Optometrist is fully qualified and our
Dispensing team have over 50 years experience.
We provide an eye experience that gives you
peace of mind that your vision is in the best
possible hands.
We have the latest technology in our testing
rooms, providing specialist eyecare to both NHS
and Private patients at no extra cost.
We have a vast range of affordable Designer and
Non Designer frames, sunglasses and contact
lenses to suit all lifestyles and budgets.

edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049

BEAUTY

ELLIOTT

V

13/05/2019 11:54

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Although we are used to looking after our skin by using the best products money can buy, the skin is
actually a very clever organ. It has the ability to look after itself and even regenerates on a monthly basis.
Skin also produces its own moisturising substance called sebum, but if we overdo on skincare products,
our skin can stop being able to produce this. Over-cleansing can also strip the skin of essential lipids that
hold it together.
IS THERE ANY SCIENCE TO BACK THIS UP?
Japanese skincare brand Mirai Clinical, who have studied the skin’s ability to regenerate each
month, found that skin fasting improved the overall condition of the skin and also helped
detoxify any skin impurities, leaving those who tried the trend with a clear, fresh and naturally
moisturised complexion.
ARE THERE ANY DRAWBACKS?
You may experience greasy skin for the first few days as your skin adjusts to a
lack of products. Shine on your T-zone is also common.
Avoid skin fasting if you suffer from severe acne or eczema
as your skin may benefit from additional moisturising.
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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A N D D E N TA L IM PL A N T CE N TRE
23-27 High Street, Hornchurch, RM11 1TP
01708 479717
www.harrowdentalpractice.co.uk
www.harrowdentalpractice.co.uk
info@harrowdentalpractice.co.uk
enquiries@harrowdentalpractice.co.uk

01708 479 717

Straumann Certified Dental Implants
All treatment under one roof
Affordable finance available
20 Years of Experience
We Listen. We care. We understand

dry brushing
W

e brush our hair to make it look appear
glossier. We brush our teeth to make
them look whiter. So why shouldn’t we
also brush our skin to make it look better? Well,
apparently, we should be.
How to dry brush your skin
1. Invest in a firm and natural bristle brush
2. Make time for dry brushing in the morning before
you shower
3. Start at one knee as this is where your lymph
nodes are
4. Apply pressure to the area but not so much that
it causes pain
5. Brush upwards towards your heart in small,
circular motions
6. Be quick and fairly vigorous
7. Move onto your thigh, then your calf and finally
your buttock area
8. Repeat on the other side
9. Shower to wash away any impurities
10. Finally, moisturise as you usual for soft skin

Why is it good for your skin?
Dry brushing helps to stimulate circulation as
well as acting as an exfoliant by removing
any dead skin cells. It can also help give
your skin a natural glow and can even
tone your legs and bum area. Plus, it is
extremely effective at removing ingrown hairs.
How often do you need to do it?
For optimal results, spend five minutes dry brushing
your skin at least two days a week. If you are
wanting to try dry brushing in preparation for a
holiday or special event, start at least 30 days prior
to the occasion for the most noticeable difference.

rid of cellulite?
FREE SMILE
EVALUATION

V12

And the most important question, can it get
Although the verdict is still out, many fans of dry
brushing swear by its effectiveness in reducing
cellulite. Most likely due to the fact that regular
brushing can help boost circulation and lymphatic
drainage.

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049

Free
Complimentary
Consultations

Certified Laser Practice treating:
üD
rill & Injection
Free Fillings
ü Gum Disease
ü Periodontal Disease
ü Peri-implantitis

Implants
ü Gum Correction
Bonding • Veneers
Crowns • Bridges
ü Cold Sores/Ulcers
Facial Aesthetics
ü Pain Therapy
InvisalignCertified Laser Practice treating:

BEFORE

AFTER

Drill & Injection
Free
Fillings
ü TMJ
Disorder
Gum Disease
ü Mole Removal
Periodontal Disease
ü Hyperpigmentation
Peri-implantitis
Mon - Thurs
Gum
Correction
8am-8pm
ü Melasma
Cold Sores/Ulcers
Fri 8am-5pm
ü Fine Lines & Wrinkles
Pain Therapy
TMJ Disorder
Sat 9am-3pm
ü Acne Treatment
Affordable monthly repayment options from £74 per month available. T&Cs apply

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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The

PERFECT tee
I

s there anything worse than taking your favourite T-shirt out of the washing machine to
find that it has been completely ruined? Oh no not our beloved Hard Rock Café one.
How can we stop this from ever happening again?

Avoid washing tees with other items
Keep one wash cycle purely for your delicate and much-loved T-shirts as washing
them with other fabrics can cause permanent damage. Particularly avoid any
items with zips or buttons that could catch onto your tees.
Beware the bobble
You know that dreaded bumpy effect that appears on your clothes
once you have washed them too many times? Counteract this T-shirt
destroyer by turning your tees inside out before washing. This will also
help them retain their original colour for longer.
Know your colours
Dark coloured tees should be washed at lower temperatures as
this will help them retain their colour, whereas whites benefit
from higher degrees in order to stay stain free.
Shirk the shrink
If you want to avoid shrinking your favourite T-shirts then
the tumble dryer should be avoided at all costs, as
should drip-drying. Instead, lay your tees out on a
dry towel, roll and then squeeze out any excess
moisture. Leave to air dry on a flat surface.
Never use hangers
These metal contraptions can be the death
of the T-shirt; stretching the material and
leaving the item out of shape. Ideally you
should keep your tees neatly folded
their own drawer, separate from other
items.
Put them on with care
Probably the simplest rule, if
you want your T-shirts to last
then treat them well. Do not
pull your T-shirt off by the
neck but remove it by
gently taking the hem
and pulling the tee
over your head.

01708 454269
hello@loopylounge.com
www.loopylounge.com
5 Tadworth Parade
Elm Park, RM125AS

Complimentary
bubbles with
every
appointment

£99

UNLIMITED
BLOW DRYS
FOR 30 DAYafSf

st
Ask a member of ply
ap
Cs
T&
–
for details

BROKEN WASHER OR DRYER?
WHO YA GONNA CALL?
WE CAN WASH, DRY & IRON
FOR YOU WHILE YOUR
MACHINE IS FIXED
ry
Or pop in & do your own laund

SERVICE WASH/DRY/IRON l SELF SERVICE
EST NEARLY 30 YEARS l FRIENDLY STAFF

Call 01708 447710
or text Steve on 07983 580325

OPEN 7
DAYS A
WEEK

Any s
duvet ize
for

£12

Offer e
xclude
s
£6 extr feather duv
ets
a for fe
at
duvets her

Servicing HORNCHURCH HAVERING & surrounding areas
V14
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rosecco lovers rejoice for National Prosecco Day
takes places this month on August 13. Yes, it falls on
a Tuesday which isn’t ideal, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t celebrate this fabulous fizz with a few sensational
seasonal cocktails.

Pearsecco

QUALITY ITALIAN DISHES
WITH A MEDITERRANEAN CONCEPT

YOU WILL NEED: 1 tbsp caster sugar
Pear juice
½ tsp ground cinnamon
1tsp ginger syrup
Prosecco

Antipasti 2 Starters 2 Pasta 2 Pizza 2 Grills 2 Wines 2 Beers 2 Spirits

HOW TO MAKE:
Mix the sugar and cinnamon in a small dish
Take a prosecco flute, dip the rim in water then dip in the sugar
mixture
Pour the ginger syrup into the bottom of the glass
Top with equal amounts of pear juice and prosecco

Specials & Events – Lunch Menu 2 Live Music 2Ladies Night
RESERVATIONS: BOOK TODAY AS WE FILL UP QUITE QUICKLY

01708 474 054 2 www.davincishornchurch.co.uk

Sour Flower Power Punch

enquiries@davincishornchurch.co.uk 2 13-15 Station Lane, Hornchurch, RM12 6JL

YOU WILL NEED: 100ml pink grapefruit juice
100ml prosecco
50ml elderflower cordial
25ml pink gin (regular gin is fine too)

GIDEA PARK MICROPUB
SW ESSEX
RANCH
CAMRA B
AREA)
(LONDON

HE
PUB OF T 9
0
2
YEAR 1

Park Micropub
Over 575 Gidea
different
cask beers
Live
Beer
Board
since opening
Now with 35 gins
Gidea Park Micropub
12 traditional ciders and perries
Live Beer Board
12 fruit ciders
https://goo.gl/WJTdT8

GIDEA PARK MICROPUB
LIVE BEER BOARD

£3

(OFFER VALID UNTIL
31 AUGUST 2019)

V16

300ml prosecco

HOW TO MAKE:
Simply place all the ingredients in a blender and blitz until smooth
Serve in a frosted cocktail glass and garnish with a fresh strawberry

YOU WILL NEED: One bottle of prosecco

236 Main Road, RM2 5HA • Phone: 01708 397290
Download the Real Ale Finder app and
follow Gidea Park Micropub to get real
time notifications.

gideaparkmicro

gideaparkmicro

Mon to Weds 4pm – 11pm • Thurs to Sun 12pm – 11pm
*Now air-conditioned for the summer

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049

1 tbsp caster sugar

Fresh strawberries and raspberries

Lolly moulds

HOW TO MAKE:
https://goo.gl/WJTdT8

Gidea Park Micropub

Strawberry Slush
YOU WILL NEED: 1½ cups frozen strawberries
1 tbsp honey

½ lemon
www.realalefinder.com

REAL ALE FOR
WITH THIS VOUCHER

HOW TO MAKE:
Mix together the pink grapefruit juice, gin and cordial in a glass
Add a few cubes of ice (you can make elderflower ice cubes)
Top with prosecco

Berry Prosecco Ice Lolly

https://gl/WJTdT8
www.realalefinder.com

★ ANY PINT OF

FOOD & DRINK

Pop

theProsecco

V

www.realalefinder.com

Open the prosecco and leave to stand for 1-2 hours
Chop the berries into small pieces
Mix the prosecco, sugar and juice of the lemon in a jug
Pour the liquid into the moulds until around two thirds full
Add a few pieces of fruit to each mould
Add the lolly handles and leave to freeze for 24 hours
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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Alma Arms

FOOD & DRINK

Freehouse
Since 1970

FAMOUS FOR STEAK PIE COOKED
FRESH DAILY ON THE PREMISES
Breakfast - Coffee & Sandwich Bar

LOCAL CASK ALES & A SELECTION
OF FOUR DRAUGHT LAGERS
FRESHLY SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE &
OLD FASHIONED HOME MADE LEMONADE

SENIOR CITIZEN
2 COURSE LUNCH

£10.25

CAR PARKING

Roast Dinner
Available
on Sundays

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK
MON - SAT :
07.00AM
TILL 4.00PM
SUNDAYS &
BANK HOLIDAYS:
08.00AM
TILL 4.00PM

122 UPMINSTER ROAD, HORNCHURCH RM12 6PL

TEL: 01708 456 956
CHICKEN DISHES
83.

Chicken Curry

84.

Chicken Bhuna

£6.95

£6.95

89.

Fairly hot

90.

I

91.

Medium with cumin seeds

Fairly hot

Chicken Vindaloo Very hot £6.95

Chicken With spinach
£6.95
years,
use 92.
of Sag
sustainable
packaging
£6.95
87. Mediumhas
dry with
tomatoes
been
cited as a huge step forward in our
attempts to better protect the environment.
LAMB DISHES
As a nation, we are switched on to the wastage
93. Lamb
Curry
Sag Gost boxes,
Medium hot wrapping
£7.00
contained
in the £7.00
use of98.bottles,
94. Lamb
Karma
Korai Gost
Medium
hot
£7.00
and,
of course, £7.00
plastic99. bags.
But
while
we’ve
95. Lamb
Bhunatremendous
£7.00
100. Lamb
Fairly hot
£7.00
made
strides
in Madras
reducing
everyday
Medium hot
excesses, recent moves101.
toLamb
eradicate
one-time
use
Ceylon Fairly
hot
£7.00
96. Lamb Roghon
£7.00
packaging
altogether has
beenVindaloo
met with
Medium
dry with tomatoes
102. Lamb
Very hotgenuine
£7.00
excitement.
97. Lamb
Dupiaza Medium
£7.00
What food refill stations offer is the dispensing of
DISHES
certain types ofTIKKA
products
to any sorts of reusable
103. Chicken
Tikka Currywhich£7.75
105. Chicken
containers,
you can
bring Tikka
fromVindaloo
home. £7.75
104. Chicken
Tikka Madras
£7.75 stores’, the perception is
Termed
‘zero waste
now moving away from these places just being the
DANSAK / PATHIA
domain of lentil-loving hippies. Instead, they are
106. Chicken or Lamb
£7.50 for109.aVegetable
£7.75
thriving dispensaries
huge variety of foods,
107. Prawn
£7.50
from lentils to dried
fruit, pasta to homewares, tea
108. King Prawn
£10.00 110. Chicken or Lamb Tikka £9.75
and coffee.
While theNORTH
presentation
these stores is usually
INDIANofDISHES
rustic, raw and brilliant on the eye, there is a
86.

134. Vegetable

Curry
135. Vegetable Korma
136. Vegetable Madras
137. Vegetable Vindaloo

n Roghon
recent
Chicken

111. Garlic

Chilli Chicken

£7.95

112. Garlic

Chilli Lamb

£7.95
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113. Garlic

Chilli King Prawn £10.95

cost benefit too FRESH
– namely
that without
excess
VEGETABLES
- SIDES
packaging,
the
cost
price
of
goods
is
kept
to its
138. Mixed Vegetable Curry
bare 139.
minimum,
and
they are savings that can be
Bombay Aloo
Potato
passed
on to
the
consumer.
140. Aloo
Gobi
Potatoes
& cauliflower
141. Sag
Bhajeewhere
Spinach
What’s
more,
previously the refill station
142. Brinjal
concept
wasBhajee
that Aubergines
of the independent, organic,
143. Sag Aloo Spinach
& potatoes
back-to-basics
store,
major supermarket brands
144. Sag Ponir Spinach with Indian cheese
are now
taking notice.
145. Mutter Ponir Green peas with Indian cheese
In a146.sense,
the move towards refill stations is
Cauliflower Bhajee
merely
an example of consumers driving change
147. Bhindi Bhajee. Okra - Ladies’ Fingers
by their
actions. In our homes, we are dedicated,
148. Tarka Dall Lentils & fried garlic
resourceful
and
smart
when it comes to recycling,
149. Chana
Bhajee
Chickpeas
but food
and goods
150. Mushroom
Bhajee producers have been slow
151. Ponir despite
Masala Indian
Cheese being a clear desire for
to respond
there
152. Mixed
Vegetable
Bhajee
simpler,
stripped
back,
more efficient packaging.
Raitha Cucumber or onion
Refill153.stations
are very much the ‘ground zero’
of buying goods, and there is of course an echo
here back to the way we’d fill our cupboards and
larders some 100 years ago; but in the current
climate, perhaps the saying ‘backwards to move
forwards’ is a perfect mantra to have.

EAT IN OR
TAKE AWAY
OPEN 7 DAYS
LARGE CAR PARK
HORSEMAN SIDE, NAVESTOCK CM14 5ST
WWW.ALMAARMS.COM

HOM FRE
E
rder E DE
ove
L
I
r £1
VE

SET MEAL

FOR TWO PEOPLE £23.95

Starter:
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
Chicken Tikka, Onion Bhajee
BIRIANY DISHES

on o

£5.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95

£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£2.50

£11.25

FRESH FISH DAILY – SALMON, COD & SEA BREAM

FRESH VEGETABLES - MAINS

Chicken Dupiaza Medium

Food refill stations
are being introduced
in supermarkets in an attempt
£6.95
Chicken Madras
£6.95
Chicken
Ceylon
£6.95
to reconfigure£6.95
our approach to shopping.
Jeera Chicken
Medium hot

85.

88.

SUNDAY ROAST
SPECIAL OFFER

0 (4
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The Hallmark of Fine Indian Cuisine

INDIAN RESTAURANT | TAKEAWAY SERVICE
CATERING FOR PARTIES & EVENTS

We specialise in the best
of Indian regional cuisine
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon - Sat: 5pm -11pm | Sun: 12 noon - 10.30pm

TAKEAWAY: 10% Discount on Collection
Allergens & Intolerances: Please speak to our
staff for advice when placing you order.

FOR RESTAURANT BOOKINGS & TAKEWAY CALL

01708 470 218 | 07960 734 409

SPECIAL
SET MEAL
FO R T WO

£23.95

118 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1SU
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YMCA
THAMES GATEWAY
ROMFORD

H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

D

id you know that
the average life
expectancy
in
Japan is 84.2 years old?
The highest of any country.
In the UK the average for men
is 79.2 and for women 82.9.
So, what can we learn from this
long-living nation?

Romford

Holiday Club
For children aged 3 and over - the perfect
place to have fun, make friends and be active!

1. THE PERFECT PORTION
You will never see a Japanese person pile their plate
high with food. A Japanese meal is as much about the
socialising and sharing of one’s day as it is about the
actual eating. They eat slowly and use smaller plates so
that their brain has time to recognise that they are full.
2. FANCY A CUPPA?
Japanese really love drinking tea, and Matcha
tea in particular which is full of antioxidants and
other nutritional valuable properties. And unlike
us, they don’t add milk, two sugars and half a
packet of digestive biscuits.
3. NO SKIPPING BREAKFAST
We’ve heard this one before, but breakfast really
is the most important meal of the day, at least to
the Japanese it is. But no sugar laden cereal for
them. Instead, they are more likely to tuck into
Okayu (rice porridge), Gohan (streamed rice)
and broiled fish.
4. CRASH DIETS ARE OFF THE MENU
This nation is definitely not a fan of dieting,
not that they need to if their waist lines are
anything to go by. Their typical diet includes
plenty of rice, fish and pickled vegetables
combined with plenty of exercise.
5. CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO
GODLINESS
If you think you are hygienic because you
carry a hand sanitiser with you, then you are
in for a shock if you visit Japan. Japanese
people are obsessed with cleanliness and
they are extremely disciplined with keeping
themselves clean and healthy.

Activities include:
Climbing
Cinema
Bowling
Golf
Sports Fun

Cooking
Arts & Crafts
Zoo
Swimming
Parks

Early bird, Sibling and NHS staff discounts
available. All major childcare vouchers
accepted. Gym, café and parking on site.

We also provide:
Pre-school
Birthday Parties
Out of school clubs
Youth Club
Mobile crèche

Download our full programme and book now at:

www.ymcatg.org/ymca-romford-childrens-services/holiday-clubs

Pop in or call us on 01708 766211 for more information.
Find us at: YMCA Thames Gateway, Rush Green Road, Romford, RM7 0PH

V20
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e: qualitychildcare@ymcatg.org
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Be happier &
healthier in
your body

FREE 1 HOUR

CONSULTATION

HOME CARE SERVICES
Our team of specialists include
Transformation coaches Nutritionist
Sports therapist Boxercise coaches
Movement/rehab specialist Pilates instructor

TAKE OUR 6 WEEK CHALLENGE
DESIGNED FOR WOMEN – WE CAN MAKE IT ALL FREE*
*T&Cs Apply –for more information see our website or Facebook page

CONTACT TOM ON 07983 629590
www.fit4lifegroup.co.uk | info@fit4lifegroup.co.uk
@fit4lifegroup1

Fit4life GROUP

Providing excellent bespoke Care and
support to people in their own homes

Friendly, reliable, highly skilled care workers,
providing home care services including:
• Personal Care
• Companionship
• Light Domestic Support
• Shopping Assistance

• GP & Hospital Care
• Dementia Care
• Home from
Hospital Care

For information contact
Kare Plus Romford

01708 301 111

www.kareplus.co.uk/romford
KPRomfordRM@kareplus.co.uk

161 Billet Lane, Hornchurch RM11 1UR

Branch Out
Our services

Branch

Out

Branch Out is a Manorcourt Homecare initiative that offers a wide range of
companionship services in the home, hospital or daily life setting for all ages.
A Branch Out Buddy can help...
maintain your independence
relieve the stress of caring for
a loved one
support your loved one who is ill
or recovering from surgery
prepare regular meals that
maintain a healthy diet

organise a visit to a favourite
activity or support you in your
favourite hobby
with light housework, laundry,
ironing, changing beds, getting
groceries, prescriptions, dry cleaning
and much more

Hornchurch branch, 58 Station Lane, Hornchurch, Essex, RM12 6NB
T: 01708 472911



Together we
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E: homecare@manorcourtcare.co.uk

ManorcourtHome

www.manorcourtcare.co.uk

respect, with compassion we care, through commitment we achieve
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ven with the best
of intentions day-to-day life can get in
the way of sticking to a fitness routine. The
good news is that it is never too late to get back
on the saddle, whatever your age. All you need is
determination.

MAKE A COMMITMENT
Whether that be 10 minutes a day or an hour;
make a commitment that suits your current lifestyle
and stick to it. It can be less daunting to commit to
a smaller daily workout than one long mammoth
session weekly.
JOG YOUR MUSCLE MEMORY
Start back at the beginning. You may have
previously been able to lift a very heavy weight or
run a very long distance, but your body is no longer
used to this level of activity or strenuousness. Set
your ego aside and start small.

H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

PRIVATE PERSONAL TRAINING FOR BOTH
INDIVIDUALS & SMALL GROUPS

V

BE REALISTIC
Once you hit 50, it can be a lot harder to
stay fit and if you have not trained for more than
three years then it is unlikely that you will be able to
achieve the same level of fitness that you previously
had due to muscle and mobility deterioration. That
being said, that doesn’t mean you can’t get results.
CONSIDER AN EXERCISE BUDDY
If you struggle with motivation, working out with
a friend or trainer can work wonders for keeping
you on track. Try and find someone who shares the
same fitness goals as yourself.

50
SET UP A ONE MONTH CHALLENGE
There is nothing like a challenge to kick start a new
fitness routine and setting a monthly target can
seem more manageable if you are worried about
your commitment levels.

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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RAPHAEL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL

RAPHAEL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL

CO-EDUCATIONAL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL FOR BOYS AND GIRLS AGED 4 TO 16

CO-EDUCATIONAL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL FOR BOYS AND GIRLS AGED 4 TO 16

A place for every child to shine
Whether your son or daughter is just about to start school, or
is looking for a Junior or Senior place, we offer you and your family
a warm welcome to our friendly and caring community.

R

aphael has come a long way since it began as
Clark’s College in Romford in 1935. Building
on the best of traditional values and embracing
the exciting educational opportunities of the 21st
century, we offer families good quality education in
small class sizes.

VISION STATEMENT
Raphael Independent School is committed to
striving for excellence in all that we do at the school.
Our vision is that students become independent,
ambitious, resilient learners who strive to do
their best for themselves, the school and wider
community, at all times because they are motivated,
act with integrity, understand the value of teamwork
and have an inner confidence. They will be guided
by outstanding teachers and support staff who will
work as a team to inspire students to be more than
they thought they could be.

MISSION STATEMENT
We aim to fulfil our vision for the school by:
l Delivering outstanding lessons based on expert
subject knowledge delivered by passionate,
nurturing teachers.

l Ensure

all the school community, aspire to embed
the values and ethos of the school within our vision
in all everybody does at the school.
l Strive to continually safeguard the welfare of
the students, improve their academic and extracurricular, experiences, by providing learning
opportunities that develop life skills and widen
student’s horizons through career education and
other first-hand life and teaching opportunities, so
we achieve excellence.
Our students will be able to contribute positively
to the school and wider community, understand
how their actions impact on a wider, global world.
They will become citizens who know how to conduct
themselves by being respectful. As we continue to
develop our teaching and our curriculum we are
aiming for outstanding in all that we do.
We have an Open Day on Saturday 5th October
from 9.30am – 12 noon. If you are looking for a place
at our school for Sept 2020, you are most welcome
to come along and visit our school and meet some of
the pupils and talk with the class teacher and class
room assistants or alternatively you can make an
appointment to visit the school at your convenience
please call 01708 744735.

We care about your child’s education
Raphael Independent School is a school
where all members of the school community
have equal access to learning opportunities
and enjoy growing and learning together.

We value good behaviour, mutual respect and
co-operation, believing that each pupil is a
unique individual with the right to learn at
school in a secure and structured environment.

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT
l Affordable Fees
l Small Classes
l Caring Environment
l Excellent development of key skills

EXCELLENT
RESULTS IN
KEY STAGE 1
AND
KEY STAGE 2

SENIOR DEPARTMENT
Affordable Fees
Small Lecture Groups
l Modern Teaching Techniques
l Traditional Values
l
l

100% OF
STUDENTS
ACHIEVED ABOVE
THE NATIONAL
AVERAGE IN
THEIR GCSE
SUBJECTS

www.raphaelschool.com

SCHOOL OPEN DAY
Saturday 5th October 9.30am - 12 noon
All welcome no appointment necessary

V24
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BACK
TO SCHOOL
Exciting classes available in

Romford, Chelmsford,
Brentwood and Billericay

from
6 Months

Contact Miss Laura on

07534 260067
romfordcentral@babyballet.co.uk

www.babyballet.co.uk
V26
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Y

ou have just started to settle in to the
summer holidays, enjoying the flexibility that
they bring and then all of a sudden, it’s nearly
September.
Panic sets in. As does the dread of getting the
kids back into a set routine.
START A CONVERSATION
The best way to ease your child back into a school
routine is to start off by talking to them about it.
This is especially important if your child is starting
a new school or a new year that will require them
to do something new or unknown, whether that
be joining a breakfast club or having someone else
pick them up.
GRADUALLY START REELING IN BEDTIME
More than likely you have relaxed with your attitude
to bedtime, and you may find your child is going to
bed several hours later than normal. At least a week

prior to them going back to school, more if their
bedtime has become really late, start sending them
to bed 10-15 minutes earlier each night so that they
can gradually adjust.
GET BACK INTO SET MEALTIMES
We all know that in the holidays our children seem
to be hungry every five minutes, and this can result
in a grazing style of eating with little or no set
mealtimes. Start getting them used to structured
mealtimes again as the holidays draw to an end.
ENCOURAGE INDEPENDENCE
The end of the summer is the ideal time to start
a set of new routines with your child; whether
that be allowing them to make their own packed
lunch, clearing away after breakfast or laying their
school clothes out for the next day. Not only will
this encourage independence, but also make the
morning routine easier for you as a parent.

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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Sleep Tight:
Weird and

M

any of us crave the thrill of going away on holiday simply to sample the style, character
and culture of a new city, town or wilderness. Yet more and more these days, hotels are
becoming just as much of a draw as the places they serve.
Here are four weird and wonderful hotels ready to invite you in:

The Big Idaho Potato Hotel
You may suppose starchy bedsheets are a
guarantee with this curious hotel based in
Idaho. You’ll be chipping in for a decent night’s
sleep inside this terrifically tuberous crop (in
everything but its colossal size).
This voluptuous vegetable once travelled
the states promoting the Idaho Potato
Commission, but now has taken root back in
its homeland.

If jetting away takes your fancy then head to
Stockholm where you can spend the night…
in a jet. This converted Boeing 747 has two
suites, each offering natural night-time views
over the city’s Arlanda airport… just don’t get
too close to the controls or your experience
may take off in a way you hadn’t planned.

Hotel de Glace
While ice hotels are nothing new, the Hotel
de Glace in Quebec has shimmering, frosty
elegance in abundance. In fact, the only things
not made of ice or snow are your duvet and
pillows. Hairdryers are strictly banned.

Make
Make
thethe
Most
Most
of of
your
your
Outdoor
Outdoor
Space
Space
Crane Hotel
Popping out for a loaf of bread isn’t an option
at the Crane Hotel in Amsterdam, for the
principal reason that you’re 50ft up in the air.
This converted piece of industrial elegance
contains three suites, includes an outdoor
jacuzzi and even has a bungee jump. And
unlike the view from your window, the prices
aren’t sky high.

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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Jumbo Stay Hostel
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wonderful hotels to visit

GARDEN
GARDEN
FURNITURE
FURNITURE
& ACCESSORIES
& ACCESSORIES
INDOOR
INDOOR
& OUTDOOR
& OUTDOOR
PLANTS
PLANTS
✦ FLORISTRY
✦ FLORISTRY
✦ We have
✦ Weahave
hugeastock
hugeof
stock
Mediterranean
of Mediterranean
plants plants
sourced
sourced
from all
from
overallEurope
over Europe
✦ Vast✦range
Vast of
range
compost,
of compost,
bark and
bark
other
and soil
other
based
soil based
nutrients
nutrients
for plants
for plants
✦ Full range
✦ Full of
range
beding
of beding
plants plants
including
including
a complete
a complete
range of
range
English
of English
grown grown
vegetable
vegetable
plants plants
✦ Artificial
✦ Artificial
Grass supplied
Grass supplied
and fitted
and fitted
✦ Fresh
✦ cut
Fresh
flowers
cut flowers
and bouquets
and bouquets

TUESDAY
TUESDAY
10% OFF
10% OFF
FOR OAP
FOR OAP

0170801708
733009
733009
✦ 01708
✦ 01708
732277
732277

www.gardenliving.co
www.gardenliving.co
✦ www.gardenlivingflorist.co
✦ www.gardenlivingflorist.co
sales@gardenliving.co
sales@gardenliving.co
✦ info@gardenliving.co
✦ info@gardenliving.co
Lower Bedfords
Lower Bedfords
Road, Romford
Road, Romford
RM1 4DQ
RM1 4DQ
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g at for it
The advantages of keeping a pet goat

A

bit of land, a passion for animals and the
world’s cheapest lawnmower, but surely
there must be more to it than just that when
it comes to keeping a goat?
A key factor in nurturing these inquisitive, largely
friendly animals is to consider the fact it needs to
exist in what resembles its natural habitat. That
means room to roam – around 200sqft per goat –
plentiful natural food supplies and fresh air. If you
can provide that, you’re halfway there.
Consider too whether the goat you’re thinking
of bringing into the family likes to be in a herd, or
does it seem contented being independent? The
chances are it will require company, so perhaps
your solitary pet has already turned into a pair.
It (or they) will require adequate shelter from the
elements, as well as a constant supply of clean
water. When it comes to food, you might want

to add to what’s on offer in fields by supplying
a mix of grains. While these aren’t essential for
the survival or your pet, they will add vitamins,
minerals and protein into your four-legged friend’s
diet.
Veterinary bills are rarely cheap and you’ll also
need to consider hoof trimming, deworming and
a few other animal care elements to preserve a
happy homestead.
But in return, your animal’s manure can act as a
brilliant fertiliser, and if you’re not afraid to extend
your reach, mating will not only add new faces,
but can provide you with a supply of milk up to a
year after giving birth.
More than that though, goats are characterful,
affectionate, unusual and a lot of fun. They require
attention, patience and love, but will give back as
much as you give them.

CALL TO DISCUSS
YOUR DRIVEWAY PROJECT
& BOOK A FREE DESIGN
CONSULTATION.
FREE VISUALISATION
SERVICE PROVIDED TO SEE
HOW YOUR PROJECT
COULD APPEAR WHEN
FINISHED.

LEADING SPECIALISTS IN

RESIN RESURFACING
SINCE 1986

T: 01245 890175

E: info@greenstonelandscapes.co.uk
W: www.greenstonelandscapes.co.uk
The Coach House. West Hanningfield Road. Baddow Park. Chelmsford; Essex. CM2 7SY
V30
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LUSCIOUS LAWN
F

orget expensive lawn treatments. All you need
are a few household staples plus one thing we
all produce daily that is completely free.

BUILDING & LANDSCAPE

EXTENSIONS

DRIVEWAYS

PATIOS

FENCING

We carry out all domestic building and landscaping projects.
Anything from small repairs to complete renovations

FREE NO
OBLIGATION
QUOTATIONS

Contact Paul Martin on

01708 578106

www.pbmartin.co.uk

1. G a r l i c c l o ve s
Not just for warding off vampires, tossing a few
garlic cloves across your lawn will also scare off
pesky parasites who will try to destroy the roots.
2 . A p p le c i d e r vi n eg a r
If weeds are driving you to despair, try dousing them
in apple cider vinegar. Vinegar contains acetic acid
which can help prevent weeds from growing but
without the chemicals that can harm the quality of
your soil.
3. Aspirin
Use this method sporadically, but by dissolving two
aspirin into a watering can of water and sprinkling
over your grass, you can help your lawn fight
off bacteria and also insect infestations.
4 . Ru s ty n a i l s
Just like us, grass needs iron
in order to thrive, and a few

FEATURE

SMOOTH

RIVEN

HIGH QUALITY PAVING
FOR YOUR HOME

old rusty nails are the perfect solution for any
deficiency your lawn may have. Just add a
few nails to a full watering can and sprinkle
liberally.

GARDENING

7 w ei rd w ay s to ge t a

V

5. C opper c oi n s
Grass is prone to infections which can affect its
health and overall appearance. A simple trick to
boost your lawn’s immunity is to bury a few copper
coins in the ground.
6. G ra s s
Next time you mow your lawn, make sure that
you leave the clippings on the surface rather than
throwing them away as they will act as a natural
fertiliser.
7. U ri ne
Unfortunately for animal owners, this has to be
human urine and it has to be diluted as to not kill the
grass, but it is a very effective and completely free
remedy. Simply mix one part urine with ten parts
water and apply directly across
your whole lawn.

YORKSTONE

NEW

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY PAVING

BESPOKE PAVING l OVER 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL WORK

COMPETITIVE PRICES l SERVING ESSEX & STH EAST

NATURAL

01708 222848

www.gardencastpaving.co.uk l FB.me/gardencastpaving
K&H Trading Estate, St Mary’s Lane, Upminster RM14 3PA
V32
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urn your garden into a veritable paradise
for birds, bees and much more besides
by creating a wildflower meadow. Simple,
environmentally beneficial and stunningly
beautiful.

Manicured lawns and glamourous show gardens
may be all the rage these days, but nothing
quite compares to the raw, untamed beauty of
wildflowers. Providing an unrestrained explosion
of colour and character to your outside space,
wildflowers are the ideal choice for someone who
craves the delights of the garden, but doesn’t have
time to spend hours cultivating their plot.
Not only does a wild area enable you to create
your own little spray of colour, it is also fastgrowing, meaning that any patch of land you have
can be germinated in a matter of months. That
means you could be gazing out over a carpet
of poppies, cornflowers, daisies, cowslips
and bluebells as summer draws to a
close.
As a rule, perennial flowers
will flourish in uncultivated
soil, whereas cornfield
flowers will do

better in richer earth. You can buy ready-mixed
seeds which will be tailored to certain variables
such as soil containing heavy clay, boggy land by
the pond’s edge, or even seeds that are specifically
combined to provide the maximum nourishment
to bees – these include pollinators such as
sunflowers, borage, evening primrose and corn
marigold.
To prepare, make sure you thoroughly weed the
soil before scattering your seeds – you need 1g
per square metre of pure wildflower seeds and 5g
per square metre of grass and wildflower meadow
seeds – and ensure the earth remains consistently
moist thereafter.
Once your meadow starts to bloom, you will need
to spend the odd afternoon clearing away dead
plants and weeds to allow new seeds to sow. You
also may need to add more seeds the following
year or two, but rest assured that once your
wildflower meadow is established it will
provide joy for years to come... to
you, to passersby, and to
the humble
bumble
bees.

The first step to a
beautiful lawn is to
call GreenThumb

Our wonderful customers like our service so
much, that over 40% of new customers joined
us through their recommendation which, if you
think about it, is a recommendation in itself.
So, if you’ve been thinking about enjoying a
great lawn this year – green, lush and
weed-free, why not contact us today and let
us bring your lawn to life.

We provide four seasonal treatments, as well
as beneficial treatments to keep your lawn in
tip-top condition - prices start from just £15*.
Ask us about our annual plans, which allow
you to both spread the cost and save up to
25%.

Simply call: 01277 227 988 or
visit: greenthumb.co.uk

£15
PRICES FROM

PER TREATMENT

*Based on a lawn size up to 40m²
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Top quality Rolawn Turf and Topsoil
Delivered throughout the London area
Professional
preparation and
laying
Telephone:
020
89059009
9009
Telephone:
020
8905

hone:
phone:020
0208905
89059009
9009

Birchen
Grove,
Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Birchen
Grove,
Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Telephone:
01708
578071

e, Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Grove,
Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk

www.londonlawnturf.co.uk

Vicarage Close, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5GR
Branches throughout London & the South East

TRANSFORMING YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACE

OPERATING FOR OVER 20 YEARS • QUALITY DECKING • SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
SMALL RESIDENTIAL GARDEN TO LARGE COMMERCIAL DECKS

01708 578135

www.LondonDeckingCompany.co.uk
info@LondonDeckingCompany.co.uk
Vicarage Close, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5GR
V36
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Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine

Please let your local businesses know
that you saw them first in...Vision
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T: 0207 998 6242
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YOU NAME IT,
WE’LL TAKE IT

Supply & Fit

All repAirS cArried out
preSSure treAted pAnelS
Free Advice & QuotAtionS

Esta
blish
Since ed
1994

What we can do for you

Wait & Load 24/7 | House •&Strip
Office
Outs &Clearance
Light Demolition
• Labour Provided
Asbestos Removal & Surveying
• Same Day Service
Junk Removal | Strip Outs• Fully
& Light
Demolition
Insured
• Accounts Welcome
Labour Provided | Same Day
Service
Fully Insured | Accounts Welcome

• Wait & Load 24/7
• House Clearance
• Office Clearance
• Junk Removal
• Asbestos Surveys
• Asbestos Removal & Disposal

MondAy-FridAy: 7AM-4pM
SAturdAy: 8AM-12pM

Contact Us
Check out our
T 020 7998 6242
video to find out
E enquiries@capwaste.co.uk
W capwaste.co.uk
more
about
enquiries@capwaste.co.uk
Capital Waste.
Capital Waste Ltd

01708 578052
www.capwaste.co.uk

01708 225599 – 07831 281590
www.upminsterfencing.co.uk
NO JOB IS
admin@upminsterfencing.co.uk
TOO BIG

Unit 7 | 400 Roding Lane South
Woodford Green | Essex IG8 8EYUpminster

UNIT 7, 400 RODING LANE,
SOUTH WOODFORD GREEN, ESSEX IG8 8EY

Skip Hire and
Waste Management,
Essex
SKIP HIRE FROM £99

2-16 YARD SKIPS AVAILABLE

WAIT AND LOAD SERVICE!!

Fencing, Mardkye Works,
OR
SMALL!
St Mary’s Lane, Upminster,
Essex, RM14 3PA

SKIP-A-HOY

advertorial

Has Your Double
Glazing Steamed Up?
Established for over a
decade Cloudy2Clear
windows have become
a leading company
for glass replacement.
Issues with double
glazing can often be
gradual and may only
be noticed during a
clear sunny day or
during the winter. A
failed glass unit may
no longer provide you
with the protection
you need or be energy
efficient. Why not
spend a few minutes
checking your home
to see if you have any
failed double glazing?
If you act now you can
avoid these problems.
Now, you may think
you need to replace the

whole window including
the frames and all the
hardware, however
Cloudy2Clear have come
up with a simple and
cost saving solution…
Just replace the glass!!
If you see
condensation in your
windows just visit our
website or give us a call
on 0800 61 21 118. We
will send out our highly
experienced engineers
for a free no obligation
quote. A Cloudy2Clear
quote takes on average
no longer than 20
minutes. Once the
quote is completed,
we will sit down with
you and explain the
problem and tell you
how we can fix it. With

years of experience
Cloudy2Clear have a
wealth of knowledge
and are recognised
as a Which Trusted
Trader, plus our
work is backed by
an industry leading
25 year guarantee.
Cloudy2Clear also
replace faulty locks
handles and hinges on
all windows and doors.
Your friendly local
Cloudy2Clear specialist
is Chris Miller and he
services the Chelmsford,
Brentwood & Basildon
areas.
So, if your windows
are steamed up, broken
or damaged give Chris a
call for a free quotation
on 0800 61 21 118.

Cloudy2Clear
GUARANTEE All
Customers That An
Average Quote Will
Take No Longer
Than 20 MINS!!!

Cloudy2Clear Windows...
Service With A Smile!

CAGE LORRIES/TIPPER LORRIES,
FOR HOUSE/OFFICE CLEARANCE

NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

TEL: 01708 57 81 41

Email: info@skipahoy.co.uk
Web: www.skip-a-hoy.co.uk
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PROFESSIONAL TREE SURGEON SERVICES
We provide a huge range of
tree services & offer expert
arboricultural advice, ensuring
your trees are looked after responsibly
Our Services
Tree Pruning • Tree Removal • Tree Reports
Hedge Trimming • Site Clearance
Stump Grinding • Emergencies
Seasoned hardwood delivery available

www.kingscutstreeservices.co.uk
Call us: 01708 578030
Mobile: 07467 944671
info@kingscutstreeservices.co.uk
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We offer
FREE Quotations
and Expert Advice
on ALL aspects of
Tree Work and
Arboriculture
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LUX HOMES

LUX HOMES

GETTING PEOPLE MOVING
IN 2019
Professional Marketing
Accompanied Viewings
Luxury Branding
Local presence

WITHLUX
LUXMARKETING
MARKETING
WITH

N
D I S!!
L
SO EEK
2W

Available 8am - 8pm
weekdays
5 Star Rated Service

Find out how we could help you move this year.
Contact Lux Homes in Hornchurch for a free valuation.
120 North Street, Hornchurch, RM11 1SU

www.luxhomesgroup.co.uk
V40

Burning

U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E O L I V E R B U R N S WAY

Concerned about your trees after high winds?
Free ground tree check & Quotation with this advert

WITHOUT LUX MARKETING
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HOME & DIY

We serve all of Havering and throughout Essex

V

01708 208 807

01708
208087
120
North
Street, Hornchurch

www.luxhomesgroup.co.uk
RM11 1SU
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he complex, sometimes convoluted language used by
interior designers can often result in a reader running for
the hills… which rather defeats the object.
So while design house Oliver Burns aren’t bereft of overdone
adjectives when it comes to offering their clients a taste of
ambition and opulence, they are at least fixed in the MO of
their craft – namely when you employ these most talked about
interior experts, you will get an end product that echoes art,
luxury, originality and detail.
The team work with a cross-section of international clients,
which itself poses its own problems… after all, the tastes of
an LA rap star are quite different from that of a Middle Eastern
Sheikh. But in combined ethical design, expert sourcing of
materials, and working within a property’s shape and image in
complementing interior to exterior, the agency have become
renowned as one of the very best in their field.
The good news for those of us who are more television set
than jet set is that the classic Oliver Burns look is more than
achievable, and on a rather more modest budget. Here are five
Oliver Burns ideas you might want to consider...

1 Mix contemporary finishes with splashes of
colour – Walnut wood plus accents of yellow
and turquoise offer incredible transition
2 Lighting should come from all around –
Spread direction of light and use dimmers
to create a mellow glow to your room, hiding
away extreme brightness or desperate
darkness
3 Combine textures and be brave – A polished
desk will work brilliantly next to a fluffy sofa
4 Double stack – A small painting on a unit in
front of a large wall print can create a brilliant
contrast of emotions and visuals
5 Go against convention – A regal table in a
modern kitchen can create an effect that is
resplendent and rebellious
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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olours have a clever way of making you
feel different emotions. That is why it is
so important that you pick the right shades
when decorating your home.

HOME INTERIORS

The Kitchen

Depending on what you want for this communal
space, you can either go with warm or cool
tones. Reds and oranges are ideal for those
who want this room to be a hub of conversation
and laughter whereas blues and whites are
more suited to those wanting a clean and calm
space.

The Living Room

Clearly this is a room that you want to feel warm and
inviting so earth tones are ideal. Think brown, beige
or orange shades that will make people feel welcome
and relaxed.

The Bathroom

The most obvious requirement for a bathroom
is that it looks clean and fresh so cool colours are
recommended. Try painting the walls white but to
avoid the space feeling sterile, inject some colour
by using a turquoise shade for your accessories.

The Bedroom

This is the one room where you want to be able
to feel the most relaxed but in a different way to
the living room as you also want to be able to feel
rejuvenated in the morning when you wake up. Go
for calming lavender or pale blues.

The Dining Room

A space where you want to entertain perhaps?
Or simply share your day with your loved ones.
Warm tones are essential for this space as colours
like red actively stimulate conversation and make
people feel relaxed and ready to eat.

The Study/Home Office

Working from home can be extremely
challenging as the urge to simply kick back
can become overwhelming. Psychologically,
green is the go-to colour for those wanting a
space to concentrate in as it is known to boost
productivity and creativity.
V42
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To book an interior design appointment or browse our huge range of
beautiful products, including all types of furniture, accessories, lighting and
much more visit…
ONLINE AT:
WWW.ELLIESFINISHINGTOUCHES.COM
IN STORE:
192 MAIN ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX, RM2 5HA / 01708 737 578

Ellie’s Finishing Touches

@Ellies_Finishing_Touches
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ONE GIANT LEAP
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ONE SMALL STEP FOR YOU,

Manufacturers of quality
purpose made joinery

Sash & Casement Windows,
Doors, Cabinetry, Stairs,
Curved Handrails

Photo credit: Granger/Shutterstock

FOR YOUR BUSINESS

IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE!
CALL NOW FOR AN OUT OF THIS WORLD DEAL
Your
Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine
V44

t: 01708 578043 m: 07967 079101
e: hornchurch@vision mag.co.uk
w: www.vision magessex.com
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020 8526 7020

info@kandd.org

www.kandd.org
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UPHOLSTERY
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WALLPAPER
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ANTI-STATIC STUNNER
Too much static in that jumper? Just
slide it through the body of a wire
coat hanger. The metal discharges
the electricity in the garment and
the static is no longer.

ID Interior Design offers a professional and friendly service, offering bespoke
solutions, for curtains or blinds for one room to a complete residence
we can help you get the desired results for your home

01708 458256 143

n

Heath Park Road, Romford, Essex RM2 5XJ

@iddesignlondon
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e’ve all cleared out coat hangers
from the backs of our wardrobe
- some, virtual antiques given the
length of time they’ve been there.
But before you throw them away,
consider what other uses they may
have…

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF WALLPAPER BOOKS IN ESSEX
AND THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

FO

HOME & DIY

CURTAINS/BLINDS

ES

SUPERB SHOES
Hang not just clothes, but shoes. For this, you will
require pliers to snip the bottom, horizontal part
of the wire. Then, create a loop in each of
the two remaining ends and bend them
upwards. Each shoe can then rest
on the peaks with the hanger being
placed on a rail.
BIG BUBBLES, NO TROUBLE
Make a homemade bubble wand.
Using a set of needle nose
pliers, you need to straighten
out and untwist your wire
hanger, then work it into a

desired shape. Something
circular usually offers the
best effect, and consider
too it needs to be able
to fit into a bucket or
flat tray which will hold
the bubble mixture.
Then, cut a 20-inch
piece of twine and wrap that
around the edge of the loop
to assist absorption. Complete
with a handle and you have your
bubble wand.
MAGNIFICENT MAGAZINES
A coat hanger can also work as a
magazine rack on the wall, with just a few
bends and a nail. Twist the bottom half of
the hanger upwards and straighten the top to
match it, creating a rectangle shape. Then, hang
the hook part on the wall and place magazines and
newspapers in the middle.
JEWEL OF THE NAIL
Finally, wooden coat hangers are great for
presenting your jewellery. You can use the
horizontal wooden rod to wrap over items
such as necklaces and bracelets. Then,
just pop a nail in the wall to display your
treasured accessories for all to see.

@Iddesign_essex
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f the phrase ‘animal print’ evokes
images of Scary Spice dancing
around in leopard-patterned
lycra, you may feel some reluctance in
embracing the very forward-thinking
trend of using this sort of art around your
home. But think again, for a tease of zebra
stripes or a hint of python scales can really
scream ‘luxury’ in a sea of dull beige and
grey colour schemes.
But how do you end up with a home that
looks tasteful and inviting, as opposed
to one used as a set in Ace Venture: Pet
Detective?
The answer is to keep your main palette
neutral, while indulging in some pretty wild
flourishes of colour. In short, less is more.
Think more in terms of accessories,
rather than the main event - a lion rug
for example, cheetah print upholstery,
or a zebra print bedspread. Another
tip is to surround your animal-themed
items with materials that hold the natural
aesthetics. A leopard print throw teamed
with pink velvet curtains is perhaps a step
too far, but that same throw surrounded
by wood, leather and bamboo creates a
sophisticated and luxurious atmosphere.
Animal lovers wishing to embrace this
trend need not fret, for no one is expecting
you to head out on safari to score any
rare skins. Many high-end brands do
quality animal print fabric which is entirely
synthetic. Though if you would like
something more realistic, you can also find
cow rawhide which has been printed with
another animal’s livery.
It goes without saying, this trend is not
for the faint of heart, but for those who
want to be the king or queen of the jungle,
follow your animal instinct.
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Replacement Doors
KITCHEN | WARDROBE | CABINET | BESPOKE PROJECTS

Let’s Work Together
T

MATCHING DOORS | MADE TO ORDER DOORS | 6-7 DAYS TURNAROUND
CERTIFIED TIMBER PRODUCTS | MADE IN ESSEX
OUR FINISHES

Contact us for more information
T 01708 578190 | E info@sullyfurniture.co.uk | www.sullyfurniture.co.uk
Unit 3 Advance House, Central Road, Harlow, Essex CM20 2ST
V50
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he popularity of the home office has never
been greater, but many believe creating the
perfect space is directly proportionate to your
productivity, so design your ‘brain space’ well!
It’s an appealing thought to work from home – late
mornings, lazy afternoons, coffee breaks at will, and
all that sat in one’s underwear.
The reality, as anyone who has worked from
home for any extended period will tell you, is quite
different. It’s less Deal or No Deal and more ‘pay the
mortgage or starve’. Forget Pointless and consider
‘powerless’, and you can swap This Morning for
‘this morning, this afternoon, early evening, the
midnight hour…’
Unless you’ve landed a dream job viewing football
clips for a living, working from home is tough. But
the appeal remains strong, and with a designated
workspace it can be a nice environment in which
to earn a crust.
The trick to a home office is in the name though –
it’s an office. Sofa-surfing with laptop in hand won’t
do, and when the kids invade your designated
space you need to be firm in telling them to come
back later… unless, that is, they’re bringing you the

aforementioned coffee.
Your investment in a home office space is really
an investment in your own work philosophy. A
good computer, smart desk, noticeboard and an
abundance of stationery are exactly what you need
to set yourself up. Storage, too, is imperative to
ensure you don’t get bogged down by a mass of
paperwork.
Natural light is a must and window space is
certainly appealing, although make sure what
you’re looking out over doesn’t distract you. And
don’t scrimp on a nice chair either – you’re going
to spend more time on that than any other piece of
furniture, so reward your dedication with something
bottom-friendly.
But overall, the home office is an environment
in which you need to lose yourself. It’s a space
designed to block out distractions and interruptions
so you can drift effortlessly into your most productive
mindset.
And sure, with an office at home the hours are
long – you’ll find yourself up early and working long
into the night, but consider the plus-side… your
daily commute is manageable.
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MAGNIFICENT
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ame Maggie Smith’s place as a British drama institution is unquestionable, and
her return as Violet Crawley in this year’s Downton Abbey movie, at the ripe
old age of 84, will give her box office acclaim she has perhaps never before
experienced.

And yet away from the red carpets, the flashbulbs and the seemingly endless press junkets,
this is someone ill at ease with the demands of fame, as Vision discovers.
“I really don’t like to watch myself,” she begins, with typical bruising honesty.
“You are helpless to do anything to stop it once it’s out there, and that has always terrified
me.
“In the theatre things are a little different because you can say to yourself ‘I’ll have another
go at that tomorrow night… I’ll change that, alter that…’, but with cinema it is there forever.
“Sometimes you are forced to see yourself at a premiere, and you think, ‘Why on earth did
I do it like that?’. You would suppose that after all this time I might have got used to it, but
I haven’t”.
Twice-married Smith’s working life has a longevity that’s difficult to fathom. First stepping
into the spotlight in 1952 under the auspices of the Oxford University Dramatic Society, she
appeared as Viola in Twelfth Night at the Oxford Playhouse.
Switching between theatre and film – from a first Oscar nomination in 1965
opposite Laurence Olivier in Othello, to an Academy Award for Best Actress for
the title role in 1969 film The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie – her work has only
ever disappointed one person… herself.
“People have said I am too hard on myself, but it just goes with the territory.
“The truth is I’m critical of everything because I care and worry too much.
I’d love to be more relaxed, but after all this time I don’t think I’m going
to change now.”
From intense drama to rich comedy, Smith has circumnavigated a
cross section of work that diversifies from Hook and Sister Act in the
1990s through to the Harry Potter movies over the past two decades.
And while many saw her place in Downton Abbey as being perhaps
a gentle sojourn into retirement every bit as decorated as the lady
herself, the popularity of Highclere Castle and all those who reside in
and around it has seen her star glide higher than ever before.
“It’s ridiculous - I was able to live a somewhat normal life until I
started doing Downton Abbey,” she laughs.
“I know that sounds funny, but I am serious. Before that I could go
to all the places I wanted and see all of the things that I like, but now
I can’t, which I find incredibly awful… flattering, but awful.”
Smith admits she has never watched a single episode of
Downton Abbey – “and I don’t plan on starting now” – but is thrilled
something as traditional as a period drama has engaged a watching
audience that might otherwise be distracted by CGI, green screens
and special effects so readily used by today’s studios.
“It’s very easy to get carried away by the technology that’s
available these days, but when people can invest in the honesty
and simplicity of great scriptwriting, it restores your faith in what it
is we do.”
Photo credit: HarrisonFord
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Get Smarter Video Alerts When It Matters Most!
20:56

With Person, Animal and Vehicle Detection

Worth £139.99*

*When you purchase any Tutumhome Smart Security solution

LOCAL NEWS

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

V

Smart Security... Total Home Control. Tutumhome is Europe’s first smart security and smart home service
provider with no long term contracts. We help you secure your home and protect your family with security
systems monitored round the clock by our UK alarm centres. Tutumhome’s solution seamlessly connects
the key devices in your home on one platform — so they work together and work smarter.

Keep Your Loved Ones Safe
✔ Connected Smoke, Heat and CO detectors
✔ Emergency Services Despatch
Protect Your Family and Home

Barber raises funds

✔ Wireless or Wired Alarm Systems
✔ NSI Gold, 24/7 Live Monitoring Centre
✔ Control from your Phone, PC, tablet

for inspirational Ross

✔ Unexpected Activity Alerts
Smart Home Automation
✔ Works with Apple Watch, Google Home, Alexa, Siri

A

✔ Lighting and Power Automation and Schedules
✔ Professional Video Security Camera Surveillance with Live HD
✔ Video Analytics with Person, Animal and Vehicle Detection
Call us now on 0203 875 9895 or email info@tutumhome.com to book a FREE
home visit for Professional Security and Smart Home Automation Advice.
4.94
“My brother and I can keep a watchful eye on safety
and security on our phones and can even talk to callers
at Mum’s door when we are miles away“
Mrs. Carol, East Sussex

tutumhome.com

*Offer limited to one camera per system. Purchase of tutumhome classic or premium monthly subscription with analytics required. Offer valid for new
UK subscribers.Offer expires 31st August 2019. Please call or visit www.tutumhome.com/help-and-support/terms-conditions for tutumhome terms and

barber shop in Hornchurch has raised money for
Saint Francis Hospice in memory of a local man
who died of a brain tumour.
GentCo Barbers, in North Street, invited family and
friends of Ross Annear, who died from brain cancer
in May, to the shop where they were able to collect
donations in charity buckets.
The barbers also donated 50 per cent of all money
made from haircuts to the hospice - which totalled
around £600.
Ross, 29, first came to the attention of GentCo
owner David Langley when he was asked to visit the
hospice to give Ross a haircut and a beard trim.
When Ross’s sight deteriorated, it took him some
time to let his wife, Chloe, trim his well-kept beard —
his pride and joy. When Chloe noticed that Ross’s hair
and beard were getting a little long, her twin brother
Lewis asked his barbering friend David if he could visit

Ross at the hospice.
There was an incredible moment for everyone at
Ross’s side as barber Dave was leaving.
Unresponsive for days, Ross reached for his pocket
to pay him for the haircut — but this one was on the
house, and the only thing Dave would accept from
Ross was a handshake.
Even though Ross had been unresponsive, Chloe
knew it was the right thing to do.
She added: “You could tell that he really appreciated
getting his hair cut as he was such a proud man.
“He was the most amazing person, so strong and
brave. Ross put everyone else first and never himself.”
Ross passed away on May 22 at the hospice with
his friends and family around him.
For more information and to donate to the fundraiser
in Ross’s name visit www.justgiving.com/chloe-andross-annear

conditions. *This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount or promotional offer.
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Choir donate thousands

to Singing for the Brain group

A

Hornchurch choir donated over £2,000 to Singing
for the Brain, a group which helps to bring people
with dementia together in a friendly and stimulating
activity.
Hornchurch Can’t Sing Choir met Vivien Saxby, from
Singing for the Brain, on July 10 to announce the total
amount raised from the 2018-19 academic year.
The choir, made up of people who have been told
by others that they can’t sing, raised the money by
holding concerts.
Tom Rodgers, director of music, said: “This year
the choir presented its first concert for some years
in April at Holy Cross Church when we performed a
programme of folksongs from around the world to an
appreciative audience of over 170.
“This summer we are joining another local choir,
the United Singers, and performing in their summer
concerts.
“Hornchurch Can’t Sing Choir has raised £2,275.
This is a fantastic amount of money to raise for a local

community group, particularly considering the social
focus on dementia created over recent months.”
The choir, which was founded in 1999, was on the
brink of closing last year after it struggled to find a
new director of music.
Tom explained: “The choir had been around for
about 20 years and was on the brink of closing before
I took over, meaning the potential loss of a musical
ensemble that its members valued greatly for many
reasons.
“The choir is open to anyone who wants to sing,
particularly for those have been told they ‘can’t’ sing.”
It currently has around 40 members and meets
weekly on a Wednesday afternoon at Hornchurch
Methodist Church during term time.
The first rehearsal of the next academic year is
Wednesday, September 4 at 1.30pm in Hornchurch
Methodist Church.
For more information, please visit www.
hornchurchcantsingchoir.co.uk

Essex-based experienced reporter needed
A
re you a journalist with an eye for a story? Are you
a good talker, but an even better listener? Are you
as in touch with the parcel delivery lady as you are the
town mayor? And most importantly, can you sort the
wheat from the chaff? If so, you could be the Essexbased journalist we are looking for.
Vision magazines’ rapidly expanding Home
Counties portfolio means we need even more
journalists at the heart of communities ready to put
into print the stories that matter. Whether breaking

V56

news, reporting community updates or discussing
upcoming issues, our writers are thirsty, dedicated
and well rewarded.
At first, this will be a part-time/freelance position
– perfect for the kind of flexibility needed in local
journalism, but with a view to scaling up as our
network of titles continues to increase.
To be considered for this Essex-based position,
drop me an email at nik@visionmag.co.uk including
your CV.
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As a family company, Major Glass
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Our specialist glazing services include:
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n Upvc, Aluminum and Timber Windows & Doors

Hornchurch charity that gives media technology
to lonely people living in poverty recently released
a report that showed how it can help people who feel
isolated.
The recent study suggests that people feel less
lonely after receiving technology from the Hornchurch
charity, WaveLength.
The national charity provides free tablets, TVs and
radios to those who are suffering from loneliness or
have become lonely through different circumstances.
WaveLength published its Everyday technology
fighting loneliness during Loneliness Awareness
Week, which ran from June 17 to 21.

n Conservatories, Orangeries and Roof Lanterns
n Bi-fold Doors

n Double Glazing Repairs
n Fascia & Soffits

REHAU

QUALITY

Turn your conservatory
from a temporary building
n Architectural Glazing
Table Tops
into anpermanent
all-year round room

AJOR GLASS
AND GLAZING
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F
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Lightweight tiled…and
roofmore
systems turn your tired old conservatory into a
beautiful and bright, well-insulated and temperature controlled space

www.majo

f the Year

We are based in Hornchurch, Essex,
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u Cooltoon
sunny days
u Excellent Security
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providing
a
HAU
cost
effective
service
with
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Nothe
Leaks
u No Noise u Reduced Glare u Self Cleaning
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customer satisfaction.
All light weight
tiled roofs come with full building regulations

708 525996
01708 525 996
01708 525 996
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Double delight as school wins two awards

rglass.co.uk
A

Hornchurch school is celebrating after collecting two gongs at the Havering Teaching
Awards 2019.
The annual event celebrates the very best of teaching in Havering, with Hornchurch
High School earning two titles. Staff were awarded for improving the progress of
disadvantaged pupils more than any other school in the borough and recognised for an
excellent OFSTED report in January.
The 2019 award ceremony was held on June 20 at Drapers’ Academy, with schools
nominated from all parts of Havering.
Deputy headteacher, Stuart McConnell, said: “This is an external validation of the fact
that Hornchurch High School is going from strength to strength in all areas. With a new
build in progress and summer GCSE results approaching, it’s an exciting time for the
school.”
Councillor Robert Brenham, cabinet member for children and learning at Havering
Council, said: “This was an inspirational celebration, showcasing all that is great in
Havering’s schools and colleges.”
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We are the largest supplier of Supalite Roofs in
BUY A NEW
FRONT DOOR
our area. We are basedwww.majorglass.co.uk
in Hornchurch, Essex,
GET RING V2
www.majorglass.co.uk
and are dedicated to providing a cost effective
DOORBELL
info@majorglass.co.uk
with unrivalled
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PROJECT UNDERTAKEN BY
n Mirrors

stallation o

Using survey data collected from more than 445
people over the past two years, their research showed
that individuals rated their own health more positively
after receiving and/or using their new technology.
WaveLength CEO, Tim Leech, said: “The research
shows a statistically significant relationship between
technology usage, a reduction in loneliness, and an
increase in self-rated health.
“The results of this study should lead to a greater
recognition of the valuable role technology can play in
fighting loneliness, alongside other forms of support.”
To read the report, visit wavelength.org.uk/
everydaytechnology
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Dental practice host event
in aid of brain tumour charity
A

charity gala was held by a Hornchurch-based
dental practice to raise money for The Brain
Tumour Charity recently.
Dr Saleh Aria, from Harrow Dental Practice,
organised the event which was held on June 22 at
the O2 Intercontinental in London.
His son was diagnosed with a brain tumour 12
years ago and he has been dedicated to increasing
awareness of them ever since.
Dr Aria said: “A major motivation for us to host this
Charity Gala was to celebrate the life of my son and
his survival from a brain tumour diagnosis some 12
years ago.
“There is not a day that goes by that my family
are not grateful for the current predicament we find
ourselves in, to have a son brain tumour free. He has
some symptoms but at least we have our son.
“My son likewise cherishes his life due to the help
of his doctors, whom to this day he still views as his
biggest inspiration.
“This is exactly why my son made it a mission of his
every year as he grows older to raise as much money
as he could and then donate this money on the day
of his diagnosis to The Brain Tumour Charity.
“He made it a personal goal of his to not simply
settle with just being able to thank people that his
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life was saved, but to attempt to aid others lives to
be saved also.”
The event, attended by celebrities and over 300
people, had a red carpet with guests enjoying a
meal.
Dr Aria continued: “The Brain Tumour Charity is
aware that even more needs to be achieved if a cure
is going to be found and it needs to be achieved
now. That’s why myself, my family and everyone at
the Harrow Dental Practice knew we had to go the
extra mile to really assist other families currently in
agony.
“Through the money that was raised through
tickets for the Charity Gala and events that our
guests chose to take part in, The Brain Tumour
Charity will now hopefully, due to our efforts, be
able to increasingly invest in more forward-thinking
research, more specialist support services, and
also be able to passionately lobby for more urgent
change.
“Everyone was so pleased and enjoyed the night.
I’m hoping I can repeat this event to continue to raise
awareness.
“I’m already planning for next year which will be
for brain tumour and breast cancer charities and
awareness.”
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Pub helps to raise £1k for

Macmillan Cancer Support
A
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“Your Friend in the Trade”
Proudly Providing the Complete Service
FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS | SERVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Hornchurch pub hosted a Macmillan Day last
month, which raised over £1,000.
Paul Lyons, who works for Macmillan Cancer
Support, organised the event at the Fatling Pub to
raise funds towards his cycling challenge.
He needs to raise a minimum of £4,200 for the
450km challenge around Myanmar, which he will be
doing in November.
Paul said: “I was delighted with how much we raised.
In my head I’d said around £500, so it was a massive
result for me personally.
“We had a couple of volunteers come and we had a
lot of Macmillan giveaways like pin badges and pens.
“It was good because we had people talk to us
about cancer. Someone spoke to us who only had a
year to live.
“Macmillan Cancer Support is dedicated to
supporting people affected by cancer and that

certainly means, treatable, not necessarily curable
cancer too.”
As well as the Macmillan Day, Paul has also been
receiving donations and collecting foreign currency.
He has raised a total of £2,231.85 so far.
Paul continued: “I’d like to give my thanks to Sandy,
the landlady at the Fatling Pub, and to the Hornchurch
public who made the day happen and made it a
success.
“I have a Golf Day planned for September 6 at Toot
Hill Golf Club in Ongar.
“It will be an 8.30am start and cost £60 which
includes breakfast, 18 holes and a meal afterwards.
“There will be professional footballers taking part and
it’s £150 to sponsor a hole.”
To take part, email plyons@macmillan.org.uk or to
donate towards Paul’s cycling challenge, visit www.
justgiving.com/fundraising/paul-lyons-sri-lanka-cycle

DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING | UPVC ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
HARD WOOD WINDOWS | DOORS & CONSERVATORIES | BI-FOLD DOORS
SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT SERVICES | AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM
EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES IN
OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION TO CUSTOMER CARE

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

01708 578 059

w www.thewindowmanessex.net
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Dropout student makes £1.3million playing Poker

N

ick Marchington, 21, from Hornchurch, has earned
himself more than £1million by finishing seventh in
the world’s most prestigious poker tournament in Las
Vegas on the weekend of July 13.
The University of Hertfordshire dropout scored
1,525,000 US dollars, equalling to £1,352,770 from
his first appearance at the World Series of Poker, after

only just turning 21.
Nick missed out on the top prize of 10million US
dollars, equalling to £8,870,650.
The only Brit to make the final, he managed to make
it to that stage of the competition with the shortest
stack of chips.
For more information, visit www.wsop.com
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New museum step closer
after fundraising success

A

new Royal Air Force (RAF) heritage centre in
Hornchurch is a step closer to reality after a
successful fundraising quiz.
The quiz was organised by Hornchurch Aerodrome
Historical Trust (HAHT) which is aiming to raise
£10,000 ahead of a new RAF museum opening in
September.
The quiz was the latest fundraiser for the group, with
£761 raised at The Good Intent pub on June 29.
The pub, with strong RAF ties, was historically
frequented by passing pilots and remains an important
gathering place for the aeronautical community.
Following the quiz, the HAHT also revealed the
artist’s impression of what the new museum will
look like.

It’s scheduled to be open on September 15 at
Sutton’s House in Sutton Lane.
The house was part of the wartime RAF Hornchurch
aerodrome and after the war it became St George’s
Hospital and remained a mental health facility until its
closure in 2013.
The HAHT shared the artist’s impression on their
Facebook page and one user, Trevor Williams, echoed
the excitement building as the opening edges closer.
He said: “This building will give Hornchurch back its
RAF Heritage. A place of remembrance and a place of
pilgrimage in memory of all the squadrons servicemen
and women that served.”
For more on HAHT and to donate to its fundraising
bid visit www.rafhornchurch.com

Loft Conversion Specialists
Beautiful Lofts, Expertly Built
Extensions n Home Improvements n Kitchens n Bathrooms

n Over 15 years experience n Team of highly qualified experts

Arrest made following spate of burglaries
P

olice have confirmed that a male has been arrested
after a spate of burglaries in the area, including in
Hornchurch.
GFC Hairdressing in Butts Green Road had its
window smashed in the early hours one day last
month and the till was stolen.
Junk N Disorderly in Hornchurch Road also suffered
as it was broken into on June 24 before a charity tin,
raising money for sick children, was taken.
Elsewhere in the borough, a pet shop and a
crematorium were also targeted.
The crime spree caused Andrew Rosindell MP to
call for “more to be done” to tackle burglars who are
targeting local businesses.
He said: “My thoughts go out to the local businesses
V64

that have suffered break-ins in recent weeks, it takes
an absolutely vile individual to steal charity tins from
hardworking people.
“Clearly, more work must be done to tackle these
criminals, who simply have no respect for the law or
our local community.
“The sad fact remains that petty thieves believe they
can get away with this.”
The news that a male had been arrested was met
with widespread glee after GFC Hairdressing owner,
Gisela Falltrick, confirmed the news on social media.
She said: “We have been here for almost 40 years
and we are devastated that this has happened to our
shop. I’m concerned but it is happening everywhere
nowadays.”
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News from

Councillor Paul Middleton

St Andrews Ward, Hornchurch Residents’ Association

his will probably sound like a broken record,
however it is worth repeating.
The loss of the 30 minutes free parking in
Hornchurch and Upminster town centres is down to
the Conservative administration at the council.
The opposition (which I am part of) voted to retain
the 30 minutes. We even presented a budget that
allowed the retention of the free parking and more
recently arranged a protest outside the Town Hall in
Romford, which was attended by roughly 300 people.
There were many shopkeepers from both Hornchurch
and Upminster in the crowd. I spoke to a few. All the
shopkeepers were reporting that takings were much
lower than expected for the time of year, some reported
several thousand down that week alone.
How long can the shops continue to run at such a
loss in takings? What will happen to the buildings if
the shops close?
Have you noticed how the car parks are now almost
totally empty most times during the day? People are
searching elsewhere to park.
This leaves me with the next question I am often
asked about – Controlled Parking Zones (CPZ). What
is happening about this?
In areas near to train stations we already have parking
restrictions in place that disrupt all day parking, this is
in the form of a yellow line that covers a one to twohour time frame.
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In other areas, we have implemented a CPZ with
limited hours of operation and included some parking
bays. We have no issues with a CPZ or yellow line
where there is an issue that needs to be dealt with. As
new issues arise, we will look for a solution and work
with the residents to agree the best way forward.
The administration had the idea of rolling out CPZ’s
within 1KM (10-minute walk) of any station and
Hornchurch Town Centre. These CPZs would cover
Monday to Saturday and 8am-6pm.
We are still waiting for the council officers to present
the plan they have been working on for the last several
months. During this time, virtually all other work
around road schemes has ground to a halt.
The intention is that all the people in Havering will
be contacted and asked about their opinion on the
various schemes – how much will this cost? Personally,
I believe this to be a waste of money.
This might sound as anti-Tory – I am not antiTory, I am against wasting money and prefer to be
building a stronger community, something the current
administration appears to be dead set on destroying.
If you have any issues in the St Andrews Ward in
Hornchurch, please contact any of your Hornchurch
Residents’ Association members for this ward for help
– they are Gerry O’Sullivan, Bryan Vincent and myself.
Our website www.hxra.org gives the contact details
under the ‘Meet the team’ tab.
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to celebrate local talent

F

airkytes Live, Hornchurch’s intimate music venue,
has unveiled a host of singers and bands that
will be performing on the Fairkytes Live Stage at the
Havering Show.
The show, that takes place on August 25 and August
26, is known for cultivating the excellent talent on offer
by local bands and singers.
Fairkytes Live is thrilled to be showcasing some
of the winners of last year’s Last Band Standing
competition, Rolled Up Sleeves and Project.
Previous winners The Everglows will also be joining
the eclectic bill of local music, along with previous
entrants The Echoes, as pictured.
Following their recent stellar performance at the
Havering Para Arts performance night, performers
Caged Arts will also be rocking the Fairkytes Live
Stage.
Vocalist Gary Walker, guitarist Tom Hughes, bass

player Martin Connors and drummer Gavin Jones
are a mixed ability band with autism and learning
difficulties.
Formed via Essex-based music service therapy in
Music Expression, Fairkytes Live have been working
with them to provide more opportunities for people of
all abilities to play their music.
Havering’s Voice, an annual competition to find the
best and brightest new vocal talent in the borough, will
be bringing back previous winners Millie Mae Johnson
and Ben Page to dazzle show-goers.
Also joining the line-up are Fairkytes Live and
community
performers
Molly
Lavender-Rose,
Saucermans Band, Louise Jaymes and Charlie Powell.
Councillor Damian White, leader of Havering Council,
said: “I am thrilled with the line-up for this year’s
Fairkytes Live Stage. It is excellent to see so many
talented local bands and artists taking to the stage.”

Successful day for St Andrew’s Fun Day
BESPOKE TIMBER WINDOWS | SASH & CASEMENT WINDOWS
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS & DOORS | TILT & TURN | uPVC

0208 088 0920
www.thameswindows.com
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T

he 10th St Andrew’s Fun Day and Dog show was held on
Saturday, July 13 and was a huge success for both attendees
and participants.
Children were able to enjoy bouncy castles, bungy trampolines
and games at St Andrews Park, as well as the Havering Classic Car
Club providing classic cars to be marvelled at.
The Woofs and Walkies Dog Show proved itself to be a hit yet
again with the nine classes well supported.
The overall winner of Best in Show was a 15-month-old border
collie named Buffy and her owner Louise Richardson.
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Schoolchildren get visit
from TV star and former pupil
A

reality TV star took a trip down memory lane
recently when she visited her former Hornchurch
school.
Amy Childs attended Raphael Independent School
to present awards to students who were nominated
by their class teacher for outstanding work.
She gave an inspirational talk, speaking about her
time at the school.
A spokesperson from the school said: “She has
fond memories of the school, the most poignant
being when she presented the Queen with a bunch

of flowers on behalf of Raphael Independent School
when she came to visit Romford.
“The pupils, parents and teachers enjoyed having
Amy at the school. As an entrepreneur she is an
excellent role model.
“Through her achievements, she demonstrates to
pupils at the school that she has harnessed some of
the school’s values; ambition, confidence, resilience
and independence.
“Her speech encouraged the pupils to embrace
these ideals for success in the future.”

SALE

UK MANUFACTURED
SHUTTERS NOW AVAILABLE
IN 4 WEEKS, IN ANY PAINT
FINISH AND STYLE

everal Hornchurch parks will continue to fly Green
Flags after successfully retaining them for another
year.
Langtons Gardens, Haynes Park, Harrow Lodge
Park, St Andrews Park and Hylands Park were
amongst many across Havering awarded a Green
Flag as a sign to residents and visitors that they are
among some of the very best in the country.
The recognition is awarded by environmental charity,
Keep Britain Tidy. It is the second year running that
Havering Council has seen 14 of its parks have the
accolade of a Green Flag Award, the highest ever for
the borough.
Councillor Osman Dervish, Havering’s cabinet
member for environment, said: “We are extremely
proud as I am sure our residents are, that we have
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retained the 14 Green Flags in our parks for another
year. Some of our parks have now held this award for
many years, so we’re delighted for them to be part of
what is a prestigious list.
“We know that our parks are an important place
where communities can come together to relax,
embrace nature and take part in social activities.
Recently, residents have been sharing their affection
for our brilliant parks as part of Love Your Parks Week.
“The Green Flag awards are also recognition of all
the hard work put in by council staff and volunteers
from friends of parks groups, supported by members.
It is right that this dedication has been rewarded and
I encourage everyone to get outside this summer and
make the most of what our fantastic parks have to
offer.”
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Time called at primary

school after more than eight decades

A

Hornchurch school which has educated children
in the town for 84 years has closed its doors.
The bell at Goodrington School, in Walden Road,
rang out for the final time on July 10 with the site
earmarked for demolition.
Once demolished, the school could be turned into
four bungalows if the council approves plans.
The primary school, which was first opened in the
1930s, has been one of the smallest schools locally
throughout its existence.
In recent years, Goodrington has suffered from
dwindling pupil numbers, from an already low number,
and with the cost of repairing the building the decision
was escalated to close the school.
Archie Lauchlan, owner of the school and director,
said: “The family have made the difficult decision to
close Goodrington School at the end of this summer

term and sell the property at 17 Walden Road.
“The school has experienced falling pupil numbers
over the last five years as competition in the local
area has increased, not only from other independent
schools but from a number of local state schools who
have opened up nurseries.
“Lower pre-school numbers have inevitably
impacted on the number of pupils who are entering
the reception class and who then move through the
main school.
“Furthermore, the cost of repairing and maintaining
a property of this age and size is also extremely
prohibitive. Sadly, our small school, like many others,
is no longer sustainable in the current economic
market.”
Havering Council is set to make a decision about the
housing application by July 23.

• D R BETTS TILING
◆ Large selection of wall & floor tiles
◆ Fitting service

Residents protest against parking charges
R

esidents from Hornchurch attended a protest
outside Romford Town Hall recently to have their
say on parking charges.
Havering Council recently removed the 30 minutes
free parking, causing outrage among residents.
Resident Rita Pierson said: “I am angry about the
loss of the 30 minutes free parking. I am elderly and
it was convenient in bad weather to hop in the car for
everyday purchases.”
Garry Daffin added: “It also has a detrimental effect
upon local businesses who are fighting a constant
battle to keep trading.”
The council have come under pressure to respond
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to protestors.
Councillor Osman Dervish, cabinet member for
environment, said: “The changes to charges were
made in order for us to invest more into our roads and
pavements, which is something residents have told us
is a major concern. Even with the new charges, the
cost of parking in Havering still remains competitive
when compared with our neighbours.
“At the same time, after listening to concerns from
residents and businesses, we will monitor the new
arrangements where the charges have changed
to see what the impact is. If it has affected them
adversely, then we will review this again.”
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arents and teachers regularly raise special
educational needs (SEN) provision with me.
I am very pleased to report that Nelmes Primary
School will now be adding a 12-place SEN provision
for pupils with autism and communication needs. The
government understands that more needs to be done,
so I am encouraging local teachers to contribute to a
consultation on funding arrangements so that we get
this critical policy area right.
I was pleased to meet in Parliament a delegation
of students from Campion School to discuss climate
change. The students wanted to discuss their passion
for the environment as part of a wider lobby and I
shared with them the commitments the government
has made to reducing emissions.
I am keen to help local businesses thrive and I
recently held a breakfast meeting for Upminster
traders and spoke at the Hornchurch Plus business
lunch at the Mandarin Palace to talk about their
concerns. Business rates, policing and the council’s
recent changes to parking policy were hot topics, and
I have asked retailers to provide figures for any impact
on trading from the parking changes so that they can
be presented to the council. I sat on the Bill Committee
to change the business rates valuation regime and will
be making representations to the Treasury to push for
lower rates to boost our high streets.
On the political front, we held two wonderful events
last month to offer residents the opportunity to engage
with well-known Westminster figures, Priti Patel MP
and Jacob Rees-Mogg MP. Former International

LOCAL NEWS

NO CONTRACTS
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Development Secretary and Essex MP,
Priti, spoke at a summer barbecue in
Emerson Park about Brexit and set out
an upbeat vision for bringing the country
together. Jacob came to the Hornchurch
Conservative Club for a question and
answer session on behalf of the Back Boris
Campaign.
We celebrated Armed Forces Day in the borough
in June, and I am promoting the Royal Air Force
Benevolent Fund’s #JoinTheSearch campaign to find
local veterans who might qualify for their support.
Given our constituency’s history with RAF Hornchurch,
it may be that there are residents who have served in
the military who do not realise what help is available to
them. For more information, visit www.rafbf.org
On transport issues, I met Transport for London
with our London Assembly Member, Keith Prince,
to ask for progress in unlocking cash offered by the
Department for Transport to improve Gallows Corner.
The temporary flyover that was built in the 1970s to
take cars from the A127 to the A12 was designed to
last only 10 to 15 years so is well past its sell-by date.
The flyover will need to be replaced and if we are to
have the disruption of works, I want to get the right
scheme that will relieve traffic and improve the safety
of the junction for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists
alike. I also attended an accessible transport event at
the Romford YMCA to promote the services available
for disabled residents to get around the capital and
lead independent lives.

If you can find a cheaper quote
than us we will give you an
extra 20% off our price
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Couple celebrate 70th
anniversary at street party

A

couple from Gidea Park celebrated their 70th
anniversary at a street party recently, which was
held by residents to boost community spirit.
The event was held on July 6, with residents from
Links Avenue and Hockley Drive coming together to
organise the party. On the day, there was a DJ and a
barbeque and local community police officers joined
the celebrations for a while.
One resident said: “We work together on our

• OFFICE • RETAIL • LEISURE

FOR FRIENDLY CUSTOMER ADVICE OR A FREE SURVEY PLEASE CONTACT
ASTERCOOL
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COOL

01708 732700

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED

www.mastercool.co.uk
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AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED
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all types Road
of Air Conditioning
Systems
Showroom
@ 220of Main
Romford
RM2 5HA
For:

¨ Office ¨009
Domestic
Retail ¨ Leisure
Code
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WhatsApp group to warn of suspect people or
vehicles in the area and share CCTV from domestic
systems to help identify any suspects. We also share
recommended services we may need.
“Before, we only knew our immediate neighbours in
passing, but now, we know people all down the street
by name.
“We are looking forward to future events, including a
Christmas party.”

group

10% VISION DISCOUNT
– Contractors for the Design, Installation and
Leading

Maintenance of all types of Air Conditioning Systems
For:
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Have your say on future of libraries in borough
S

outh Hornchurch Library could be one of five to
become community-run as part of a proposal by
Havering Council.
The council has launched two consultations asking
residents to share their views on the way the borough’s
libraries and children’s centres services should be run
in the future.
As part of the library proposal, residents are being
asked whether they want to keep all 10 of the
borough’s libraries open, but have five of these Collier Row, Elm Park, Gidea Park, Harold Wood and
South Hornchurch – become council-supported, but
community-run.
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Those libraries would be run by community groups
on a day-to-day basis, if such groups can be identified.
Councillor Damian White, leader of Havering
Council, said: “We are absolutely committed to
protecting our community services and the benefits
that our children’s centres and libraries provide. This
consultation reflects that while proposing changes
that take into account the different ways local people
are using these services.”
To have your say, visit consultation.havering.gov.uk/
communications/haveringfrontdoors
The consultation will close on Wednesday,
September 18.
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re-spray, polish, wax,

and bring009
10% VISION DISCOUNTupholster
– Code MC/VIS

woodwork back to life.

For friendly customer advice or a FREE survey please contact
before

during

Head Office:
after
220
Main Road
Romford Essex
RM2 5HA

Tel: 01708 732700
www.mastercool.co.uk

Free quotations and no carriage charges with this advert.

We take great pride in
London
our
work Office:
and clients
New Broad
appreciate
ourStreet
care House
35 New
Broad
Street
and
attention
to detail.

London EC2M 1NH

We think you will too.

Tel: 020741135
3009 3162
01708

Nigel@mastercool.co.uk

abbey-group.net

17/01/2012 16:40
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LTD

Electrical & Data
THE LOCAL ELECTRICAL
SPECIALIST YOU NEED FOR
Maintenance & Rewiring • Mains & Distribution
Internal & External Lighting

LOCAL NEWS

AFC HORNCHURCH

V

Electrical Design • Lighting Design
Photo credit: Hornchurch FC

Blinds Control • Lighting Control • Access Controls
Audio Visual • Home Cinema • Fire Alarms
Security/CCTV • Networking • Consultancy

Call: 01708 606077
or 07545 370597

Email: enquiries@mandkelectrical.co.uk
Web: www.mandkelectrical.co.uk

CENTRAL HEATING
BOILERS
BATHROOMS
WET ROOMS
SHOWERS

&
The Boiler
People
m
o
o
r
h
t
a
B
Office: 01708 440444
www.a1gasltd.co.uk n info @a1gasltd.co.uk
2 Roneo Corner, Hornchurch, Essex RM12 4TN
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Urchins to kick off
and end season on the road

H

ornchurch FC now know who they will face and
when in the 2019/20 season after the fixtures
for their upcoming Istmian League campaign were
announced.
The Urchins begin the season with a trip to Merstham
on August 10 while they will also end the season on
the road with a visit to Bognor Regis Town on April 25.
The first home game of the season will be on August
13 against Margate.
In the FA Cup, Hornchurch have been handed a
home tie against Kingstonian with the
game to be played on August 24.
Another home tie was pulled
out of the hat in the FA Trophy

with Bishops Stortford visiting Hornchurch Stadium.
Preseason friendlies kicked off with a 2-1 away win
at Grays Athletic before a 3-1 defeat at Canvey Island.
The squad for the new season has been taking
shape with the notable capture of Rickie Hayles from
East Thurrock United.
Rickie has played for Hornchurch on two previous
occasions notching up 168 appearances and scoring
13 goals.
His other clubs include Canvey Island, Lowestoft,
Bishop Stortford and Welling amongst others.
For more information on fixtures, tickets and
club news visit www.hornchurchfc.com or follow
Hornchurch FC on social media.

www.afchornchurch.com
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A

fter listening to residents’ concerns, I am happy
to see that Havering Council is taking action on
our borough’s biggest priorities. The local authority
has decided to directly pay for additional officers to
support the local police force. This will strengthen the
current allocation provided by the Metropolitan Police
Service, which is two dedicated ward officers and
one police community support officer per ward. This
is great news for Hornchurch and all over Havering,
local people frequently raise community policing as an
issue, so I am happy to see that we are increasing
their visibility and availability of law enforcers.
This is only feasible because of our borough’s sound
finances. With the limited resources at their disposal,
this Conservative council has been incredibly effective
in the way it spends every penny, one of the most
productive in the whole country according to the latest
productivity index. While I trust the local administration
to carry on the good work in provision, I will continue
fighting on a better deal from the government.
I have always believed the government’s distribution
of money to Havering Council an injustice because
the borough is being unfairly treated compared to our
neighbouring authorities. For example, Barking and
Dagenham receive around three times per head more
in funding. In my next meeting with the Minister for

Local Government, I will discuss the impact of adult
social care in our ageing borough and the need to
retain the transition grant for Havering. I passionately
believe in the provision of affordable social and health
care for our elderly citizens.
In other local news, I am proud to learn that Havering
has seen fourteen of its parks achieve a Green Flag
Award, the highest ever for the borough. This means
they boast the highest possible standards, are well
maintained and reflect the local staff and volunteers’
pride and dedication. The recognition is awarded by
environmental charity, Keep Britain Tidy.
Lastly, I would like to highlight the brilliant work done
by Lennox Children’s Cancer Fund, who I have the
honour of being the patron of. This local charity makes
a hugely positive difference to the lives of children
diagnosed with cancer, supporting them and their
families together through a wide range of projects.
They will be hosting a spectacular fundraising event
on Saturday, September 7. Set in the wonderful
surroundings of Southwark Cathedral, the All Saints
Orchestra will be performing Beethoven’s Symphony
No.8, followed by Mozart’s Requiem.
All proceeds go a worthwhile cause. Please call the
co-ordinator Claire on 07933 983652 for tickets. They
are priced at £10 each.

01708 453 168
07515 519 971

www.rosindell.com
V80
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rjgoodhew@hotmail.co.uk

GEM-Drainage

celebrates 25th anniversary
A

18 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE DRAINAGE INDUSTRY

CALL GEM DRAINAGE ON 01708 578061

Estate and lettings agent

GOODHEW
ENVIRONMENTAL
MAINTENANCE

LOCAL NEWS

WE CAN SOLVE
ALL YOUR
DRAINAGE ISSUES

CLEARED
■ HIGH PRESSURE WATER JETTING
■ CCTV CAMERA SURVEYS
■ PIPE LINING ■ EXCAVATION
■ PUMP STATION SERVICES
& INSTALLATIONS
■ WATER MAIN LEAK PROTECTION
& REPAIRS
■ CONFINED SPACE ENTRY
■ DRAINAGE SYSTEM DESIGNS
■ HYDRO-CLEANING
■ ROOT REMOVAL & MORE

V

■ BLOCKAGES

n estate and lettings agent in Hornchurch
celebrated its 25th anniversary recently.
An event was held at Stephen James on the High
Street on July 12 to mark the occasion.
A buffet was arranged and clients old and new
popped into the shop for the staff to thank them.
Owner Stephen James said: “On hand were our
current trades team to give free advice to our clients
on various property matters.
“We also had mortgage and legal advice available
on the day if needed - all in a very informal manner.
“I spoke briefly to all the guests about how much
had changed during the 25 years and mentioned
how grateful we are to our clients for the support and

loyalty shown to our firm.”
Brett Shohet, VISIONHornchurch editor, attended
the event.
He said: “It was a fantastic event and it was a great
opportunity to connect with successful business
owners in the area.
“I am sure estate agency has had its good and bad
times in the last 25 years, but like Stephen, if you
look after your clients and are always visible in the
community, you and your business can accomplish
anything.”
Stephen added: “Please feel free to drop in anytime
to see if we can help with property matters relating to
rentals or sales.”

Fun on the Farm at Havering Show
A

Or
Or
Never
Never Too
Too Hot...
Hot... Never
Never Too
Too Cold...
Cold...
Call
ForAAFree
FreeQuotation
Quotation
CallUs
UsToday
Today For
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travelling petting farm will bring an assortment
of farmyard friends to this year’s Havering Show,
adding to the wide range of attractions on offer.
The mini farm, which will be at the event being held
on August 25 and 26, offers a traditional experience
for all ages and provides interactive fun with a variety
of farm animals, allowing visitors to feed, touch and
stroke the animals, whilst learning about their wider
role within in the countryside.
Alongside the mini farm, there is something for
everybody with the Main Stage, Fairkytes Live Stage
and Community Performance Stage. There are also
licensed bars, a sports zone, street food, children’s

attractions, a fairground and much more.
Councillor Damian White, leader of Havering
Council, said: “There is a great range of attractions
on this year and a whole host of other talent and
performances that will appeal to everyone in our
borough.
“We look forward to seeing you there in August.”
Tickets for The Havering Show can be bought in
advance online and cost £3 per day for adults and
are free for children under 10.
If still available, tickets on the door over the two
days in August will cost £4 per adult. Visit www.
havering.gov.uk/haveringshow
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NEED A LOCAL

LOCAL NEWS

ELECTRICIAN?

Contact Dean Electrical Services Ltd

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

End of service as college
restaurant serves its final meal

A

fter 35 years of serving food to the public, Havering
College’s Jubilee Restaurant has closed its doors.
The catering team and students cooked their
last meal recently at the Quarles Campus based
restaurant.
With the upcoming merger with New City College
due to take place in August, the catering team and
students will be moving to New City Redbridge
College in Goodmayes from September.
Tony Pecoraro, food service lecturer and restaurant
manager said: “It has been a pleasure for me

over the past 28 years to have taught tomorrow’s
catering professionals here at the outstanding Jubilee
Restaurant.
“It has been rewarding to pass on my knowledge
and expertise to them and to serve the public during
this time, including meeting the Queen and talking
to her about our work when she came to visit us in
2003.
“I now look forward to carrying on this great work
and to welcoming and serving our loyal customers at
the Rouge Restaurant in New City Redbridge College.”

Bereavement charity receives Queen’s Award
A

charity that provides counselling to bereaved
children across Brentwood and Havering held an
event recently to celebrate its 30th anniversary.
During the evening, HBBS Counselling (also known
as Havering and Brentwood Bereavement Service)
was also awarded the Queen’s Award for Voluntary
Service (QAVS) - the highest accolade for voluntary
organisations.
Sue Newth-Gibbs, chair of trustees at HBBS
Counselling, said: “We were one of only nine voluntary
organisations in Essex to receive the QAVS. It is a
great honour and testimony to the hours of selfless
work volunteers have given to our charity over 30
years.
“It is also recognition of the many thousands of
adults and children we have been able to support
V84

through the grieving process since we began in 1989
and the demand for our services is now higher than
ever so our work must continue far into the future.
“But as a charity, of course, we must find the funds
to pay for it.”
The charity made an appeal at the fundraising
event, held at Ingatestone Hall on July 5, to seek
partnerships with local businesses to help fund its
counselling programmes for children in primary and
secondary schools going forward.
At time of publication the event had raised £5,300,
which equates to specialist counselling for another ten
children at HBBS counselling.
If you own or work for a business who would be
interested in working with HBBS Counselling contact
louise.mundy@hbbscounselling.org
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We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers
Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

New appliances in stock for
same day delivery & installation

Domestic & Commercial | Repairs & Installation
Vehicle Charging Points | Portable Appliance Testing
Fire Alarm Systems | Emergency Lighting Systems
Installation Condition Reports

CALL US ON 01708 578038
www.dean-electrical.co.uk
info@dean-electrical.co.uk

Prices listed on our website

Find us on

Bringing the Gold Standard

Call 01279 310793
Or Book Online
www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

Don’t lose sleep
We promise the lowest prices and
fast, free delivery on all the UK’s
top bed brands
Family run business, established 1976
Personal friendly and expert advice
Over 500 beds available for immediate delivery
Made to measure service available
Collection of old bed service available

Contact us today for your free quote
01708 443058

sales@yournewbed.co.uk

www.yournewbed.co.uk

Bridge Bedding Centre, 105-107, Upminster Road, Hornchurch RM11 3XB
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PUZZLES

V PUZZLES & Trivia

Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4

ACROSS
1. Mete out (6)
7. Come before in time (8)
8. ___ Thurman: actress (3)
9. Remould; allocate parts to
different actors (6)
10. Flightless birds (4)
11. Harsh and serious in manner (5)
13. Angled; biased (7)
15. Terrible (7)
17. Allow in (5)
21. Link a town with another (4)
22. Country in N Europe (6)
23. ___ Thumb: folklore hero (3)
24. Highly seasoned smoked
beef (8)
25. Browns bread (6)

1

2

3

4

6

7

WE’RE LAUNCHING OUR

SUMMER PASS
£27.95

8
9

10

FOR ONLY

11

12

13

UNLIMITED ENTRY FROM
22ND JULY - 1ST SEPTEMBER 2019

14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

QUOTE: VISION27
LONDON’S #1 TRAMPOLINE PARK
120 TRAMPOLINES
12 EXCITING JUMP ZONES
SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES
15 MINUTES FROM CENTRAL LONDON

22
23

24

Down
1. Mature people (6)
2. Deprive of food (6)
3. Pertaining to warships (5)
4. Majestic (7)
5. Showed a TV show (8)
6. Advance evidence for (6)

did you know?

Across

Down

1 - Mete out (6)

12. Evoke memories (8)
14. Motor-driven revolving cylinder (7)
8 - ___ Thurman: actress (3)
16. Archer (6)
9 - Remould;
allocate
parts toand
different
actors
18. Eg.
March
May
(6)(6)

1 - Mature people (6)

7 - Come before in time (8)

2 - Deprive of food (6)

10 - Flightless birds (4)

5 - Showed a TV show (8)

11 - Harsh and serious in manner (5)

6 - Advance evidence for (6)

sudoku
15 - Terrible (7)

12 - Evoke memories (8)

13 - Angled; biased (7)

8

4
7

6

23 - ___ Thumb: folklore hero (3)

u You would not be able to walk on Jupiter,24 - Highly seasoned smoked beef (8)
Saturn, Uranus or Neptune as they are ‘gas 25 - Browns bread (6)
giants’

7

u Over one million Earths could fit inside
the Sun if they were squashed in, or around
960,000 if it kept its shape
u It took New Horizons, the fastest
spacecraft to leave Earth, nine and a half
years to reach Pluto

OR CONTACT US:
PHONE: 02085951538
EMAIL: INFO@JUMPLONDON.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.JUMPLONDON.COM

19. Outdoes (6)
20. A sum owed (5)

3 - Pertaining to warships (5)
4 - Majestic (7)

WWW.ROOMLOCKDOWN.COM

14 - Motor-driven revolving cylinder (7)

u There are more stars in the universe than
21 - Link a town with another (4)
there are grains of sand on all the beaches
22 - Country in N Europe (6)
on Earth

u Comets are bits of solar system material
that date back to the formation of the Sun
and the planets

FIND US AT:
UNIT 1A RIPPLESIDE
BARKING, LONDON
IG11 0RJ

25

17 - Allow in (5)
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16 - Archer (6)
18 - Eg March and May (6)
19 - Outdoes (6)

5

20 - A sum owed (5)

3
5 3 4 9
CAN YOU ESCAPE
IN 60 MINUTES?

8
1
8
6

New Rooms/New Seasons
LIVE ESCAPE ROOM
10% OFF promo code
vision_locked01
BOOK A GAME TODAY!
40 NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX, RM11 1EW

Voted Number 1 Top
Attraction on Tripadvisor
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FROM ACCOUNTANTS
TO ZUMBA TEACHERS

Largest bowling centre in
Essex/South East England
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fun, friendly multi-faceted leisure & entertainment venue
Brand new state-of-the-art lighting and scoring system
Modern licensed bar with cocktail skilled barmen
12 lanes area for private parties with dedicated lane hostesses
Famous for our brilliant kids parties packages
American Diner serving all your favourites
Ice cream Parlour
In house DJ every weekend
Weekly professional bowling league
Proud host of Team England league bowlers – regular tournaments annually
Bowling coaching classes – Tuesday evenings – booking required.

FREE
CAR PARKING

For more information on offers available or to make a booking contact us

The City Pavilion

Rollerbowl, The City Pavilion, Collier Row Road, Romford RM5 2BH

Rollerbowl @TheNewCityPavilion

E: rollerbowlsales@thecitypavilion.co.uk | T: 02089244000

@Roller_Bowl_TCP

www.thecitypavilion.co.uk | www.rollerbowl.co.uk

@rollerbowl @thecitypavilion
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You’ll find them and everything inbetween in...

T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

Canary Wharf T 020 3059 7795
Your
Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine
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C O N TA C T U S T O F I N D O U T M O R E

Canary Wharf T 020 3059 7795

t: 01708 578049 m: 07967 079101 e: hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk
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V
BUSINESS & FINANCE

DRAGONS’ DEN
HOW TO GET SOMEONE TO INVEST IN YOUR BIG IDEA
ORIGINALITY

While having a new idea isn’t essential – you may
just want to improve on an existing product or
service in the market – having an edge, or a USP
(unique selling point) will certainly lead your investor
to believing there is a gap to be exploited.

ENERGY

Investors love to see energy, enthusiasm and a
willingness to go the extra mile. Many are investing
in the person rather than specifically the idea.
Subsequently, that’s where organisation and
ambition will succeed, while bolshiness, arrogance
or ignorance will quickly see you turned away.

TRACK RECORD

While showing a track record isn’t always possible
– for instance, if your business is a start-up – most
investors will want to see evidence that the idea
works. It may be that you have to go it alone,
prove your market exists, then go back in looking
to scale up. If that’s the case, having had an initial
V90

conversation should guarantee you getting back
through the door further along the line.

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

It’s been the downfall of so many budding young
entrepreneurs – see any episode of Dragons’ Den
as evidence – but if you don’t know the nuts and
bolts of your own business, how can an investor
be expected to put their cash forward? In addition,
know the size of your market, the strength of your
competitors and how conditions will evolve over the
years to come. You should be able to reel these
statistics and projections off in your sleep – if you
can’t, don’t even step foot inside an investor’s
office.

DON’T GIVE UP

Sometimes an investor won’t reach for their wallet
simply because their portfolio is too big or the
proposal isn’t in their sphere of interest. That doesn’t
mean your idea is a bad one, it’s just pitched to the
wrong person.
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Estate Agents &
Commerical Consultants
GREY TOWERS GARDENS, HORNCHURCH

IN BUSI
NESS
£274,950 LEASEHOLD

New on the market,
this two bedroomed
maisonette with a
rear garden is
offered with a 940
years unexpired
lease. Brand new
bathroom, new carpets, all newly
decorated. Full gas central heating.
Excellent for a first time buyer.

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

CAPEL NELMES, EMERSON PARK

£1,600 pcm

V

25 YEARS

STONE HOUSE HORNCHURCH

CLEAN-UP
Crew

TECHNOLOGY

Sales, Lettings &
Property Management

CELEBR
ATING

The gadgets that clean
so you don’t have to

£1,195 pcm

W

e all remember Alesha Dixon and her constant claims that “the boy does nothing”. He didn’t wash
up, he didn’t clean up; he couldn’t even be bothered to brush up. Well, Alesha, the good news
is that now you don’t have to either, providing your song royalties will stretch as far as picking up
some of these incredible gadgets.
iRobot Braava jet 240 Robot Mop
If you have wooden floors then the constant challenge of picking up dust is akin to painting the Forth
Bridge, yet with iRobot’s natty motorised mop, this little bod will zip about the place, spraying and sparkling
the floor as it goes.

A unique, very large property, just on market.
This delightful two bedroomed ground floor
luxury furnished maisonette is situated in
grounds of 1.5 acres with private gated access.

Stunning two bedroomed floor flat, new
on the market, opposite Hornchurch main
line station. Kitchen fitted with all white
goods. Nicely decorated. Private parking.

Our agency has provided all of the following as a thank you
A 100ft garden refurbished – trees all trimmed,
paths/patios washed and repointed, lawns cut to a
professional finish, which helped to sell the house
quicker, (the garden had not been attended to for
many years).
A parade of four shops – all front glass professionally
cleaned for a year on a monthly basis as a goodwill
gesture to the new tenants.

Helped a family during a recent burst pipe – paid
for two nights in a hotel.
For many self-employed people, we have gone
out on viewings until 10 pm at night so no one
loses a day’s pay.
These are a few highlights of our giving
back. Just call us and let us show you
our first class service.

PLEASE CALL TO ARRANGE A VIEWING

Office: 01708 444095 | Mobile: 07768 585551
Email: Stephen@whatnorent.co.uk

5A, High Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1 TP
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Litter Robot III Open-Air Automatic Self-Cleaning Litter Box
In the grand scheme of things, remembering to empty out your cat’s litter tray shouldn’t be one of the
week’s most arduous tasks, but the reality is we all lead busy lives, and if there’s a robot that can separate
out the, erm, ‘clumps’, neatly storing away your feline’s little presents in a carbon-filtered drawer, then you
should probably let the computerised colossus have its day in the sun, or bin.
GermGuardian 3-in-1 Air Purifier
This one won’t win any prizes for innovation, but in capturing 99.97 per cent of dust
and allergens, as well as beaming out UV-C light to kill airborne germs, this is a
cleaning genius that keeps you in tip-top condition.
Alfawise Magnetic Window Cleaning Robot
It’s convenient, it’s frustrating (think ‘smears’) and at times it can be
downright dangerous, so let this little window cleaning wizard do the
hazardous stuff as, via remote control, you instruct it to get into those parts
you just can’t reach… or can’t be bothered to reach. Same difference.
SonicScrubber
It’s a toothbrush for tiles, cooker-tops and hard-to-reach areas where elbow
grease just doesn’t make the grade. With five different brush heads, there’s
a scrubber for every surface.
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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We are CQS accredited and offer outstanding
one-on-one service for
l Sales and Purchases – both leasehold & freehold
l Shared Ownership Right to Buys
l Affordable Housing
l Remortgages & Transfer of Equity
l Auction Sales and Purchases
l Lease extensions

H

FIXED FEES
AVAILABLE

HELP WITH
l Family Breakdown
l Contact with Children
l Wills & Lasting Powers of Attorney
l Buying & Selling your home
l Lease Extensions
l Commercial Property
l Legal Help following the
death of a loved one
V94
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ENGLAND’S WORLD CUP HEROES ARE READY FOR THE NEXT LEVEL

01708 578093 | www.ttslegal.com | info@ttslegal.com
1-4 The Parade, Monarch Way, Ilford, Essex IG2 7HT

THE FAMILY SOLICITORS

t
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N

118 YEARS
IN ROMFORD
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We are on 54 lender panels including all high street banks,
building societies and first tier lenders

V
SPORT

YOUR PERSONAL CONVEYANCING SOLICITORS

SPORTS LAW
GENERAL
LITIGATION
FAMILY
WILLS &
PROBATE

as the game of netball ever enjoyed a greater
stage? Brilliant television coverage, fantastic
role models, a successful home side, and a
44 per cent increase in participation over the last
year.
While it’s easy to define success purely on
trophies, what surely counts more is that a sport
most people forgot about no sooner had they left
school is now fully reborn and ready for the next
chapter.
For the uninitiated, the Netball World Cup
was a flurry of nimble, energetic, highly-skilled
sportswomen at their peak. Not only was the
movement, precision and craft little short of
artistic, but we were witnessing a sport our heroes
can claim almost purely as their own.
Netball is as predominantly female as maxi
dresses, childbirth and Take That reunion gigs,

and while the recent women’s football World
Cup came with almost constant comparisons to
the men’s game, what we witnessed in Liverpool
across July was a celebration of a sport that
women alone have conquered. And our English
girls almost conquered the world.
While semi-final defeat to New Zealand saw
Tracey Neville’s players fall agonisingly short when
it appeared they might just go all the way, at least
their third-place play-off win against South Africa
presented them with bronze medals – just as they
achieved in Australia four years ago – and hope
for the future.
That they have now cemented their place in the
world’s top order gives the Roses something to
build on, even if the next major tournament is three
years away, as the Commonwealth Games come
to Birmingham in 2022.
That’s three years for a new coach to get her feet
under the table, three years of further increases in
participation, and three years to work out how
to defeat those dominant Southern
Hemisphere sides.

Tel: 01708 744211

www.symonsgayandleland.co.uk
office@symonsgayandleland.co.uk
91a South Street, Romford, Essex RMI IPA

ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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✓PAINTWORK SCRATCHES

SPORT

super six

Don’t delay, repair it today!

AT SILVERSTONE FOR LEWIS

✓BUMPER SCUFFS

Double boost for British F1 fans as hero Hamilton toasts Silverstone’s secured future

L

since – would lose its title due to rising costs.
Negotiations had gone on almost two years as
Silverstone cited the running costs as unsustainable.
To demonstrate this fact, 2018’s crowd of 140,500
spectators on race day was a record for the track,
but organisers only just broke even.
Before the new deal, fees for hosting the race were
steadily rising and would have reached £25m by
2026. That forced the British Racing Driver’s Club
– the company which own Silverstone – to threaten
to pull the plug on what is an iconic sporting event;
but common sense has prevailed and the 3.7mile
circuit’s legacy has been preserved.
Hamilton himself had earlier vowed
to fight for the future of the event
and it seems that his influence was
valuable. He promptly celebrated by
becoming the only driver to taste
victory in the race six times.

Photo credit: Phil Duncan/ProSports/Shutterstock

ewis Hamilton’s sixth British Grand Prix win
was great news for home racing fans, as smart
in-race management – in taking advantage of
a safety car intervention – enabled him to cruise to
victory on July 14, by a winning margin of almost
half a minute.
Hamilton’s seemingly irrepressible cruise towards
another driver’s championship perhaps wasn’t
the biggest ‘win’ of the Silverstone weekend,
however. Instead, champagne corks were being
popped following the finalisation of talks between
Silverstone and F1 supremoes in the week leading
up to the race – the outcome of which is a new
deal for the Northamptonshire circuit, protecting
until 2024 its status as one of the sport’s jewels in
the crown.
The news brought to an end the worries that the
racetrack – which first hosted the British Grand Prix
in 1950 and has been present on the F1 calendar

✓MINOR DENTS

✓KERBED ALLOYS

£20

Professional quality paintwork repairs
✓at
PAINTWORK
✓MINOR DENTS
a fraction ofSCRATCHES
traditional body shop costs
● Quick ● Convenient ● Professional

For a free no obligation quotation call

07855 118008

Professional quality paintwork repairs
at a fraction of traditional body shop costs
●

Quick

●

Convenient

●

Professional

www.chipsaway.co.uk
07855 118008

For a free no obligation quotation call

www.chipsaway.co.uk

*£20 discount available only from ChipsAway Barron Sumner. Please mention this advert
at time of booking. Terms and condions apply.

OFF*

On all repairs
booked

£20

TV

AS SEEN ON

OFF*

On all repairs
booked

TV

AS SEEN ON

*£20 discount available only from ChipsAway Barron Sumner. Please mention this advert
at time of booking. Terms and condions apply.
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New & part worn Tyres
24 hour emergency hotline

Cars, Vans & 4x4’s

No call out charge
Photo credit: eans/Shutterstock.com,
Grisha Bruev/Shutterstock.com

MAXIMUM CHARGE
FOR MINI CO

W

ill electric vehicles ever fully catch on? Well,
one of the most iconic car brands in Britain
certainly hopes so as they release their most eco
motor yet.
As little as five years ago, there were no new plans
for a totally electric Mini. The company had declared
combustion engines were the way to go after a
largely underwhelming experiment with the BMWenvisioned test car, the Mini E.
They also experimented with the plug-in electricpetrol hybrid Countryman, but the technology
necessitated a reduction both in boot space and
in the number of seats (the rears were gone), plus
hardware needed to run the vehicles swelled the
car’s weight by a third of a tonne.
But plans for a totally electric Mini Cooper SE
kicked off again in 2015, and the iconic British brand
believe they have found the sweet spot with drastic

*s

£12.50*
per day!

Home-Work-roadside

( During office hours )

07931 221197
tyres2u-essex.co.uk
info@tyres2u-essex.co.uk
tyres2u.essex

From just

tyres2u_essex

CAR
RANGE
| VANS | CREW VANS
CARS
Small city car to |Prestige
MINIBUSES MOTORHOMES
VANS
Highly
Competitive
Small, Swb,
Large,
Jumbo Prices
& Lutons
| Excellent Service
Family-run
business
CREW VANS
6 Seater with Tow-bar
IF YOU WOULD LIKE A QUOTATION,
MINIBUSES
CAR RANGE
CALL US
ORSeaters
GO ONLINE
6,
9, 11,
& to
17
Small
city15
car
Prestige
Motorhomes
VANS
2, 4, & 6 Berth Motorhomes
Small,www.ssdrivehire.co.uk
Swb, Large, Jumbo & Lutons
CREW
VANS
Manager@scenicselfdrive.co.uk
6 Seater
Tow-bar
Thewith
Coach
Yard, Danes Road,
Romford, Essex, RM7 OHL
MINIBUSES
insurance
& VAT
6, 9, 11,*subject
15 & to17
Seaters
Motorhomes
2, 4, & 6 Berth Motorhomes

01708 753461
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improvements in performance, reduced costs
and better efficiencies. The weight distribution, for
instance, is only a third of the previous increase,
added to better acceleration and braking.
If you charge overnight – around 12 hours – on a
domestic three-pin socket, that will get you 80 per
cent battery, while it will only take a quarter of the
time to do the same using an 11.2kW AC charger.
If you can locate a 50kW DC version, it will take just
40 minutes.
Mini are taking orders now for what will surely be
the most efficient run-around on the market. You’ll
need to hand over the best part of £30,000 for your
new set of wheels, though a government grant
will see you reimbursed for £3,500 of that figure.
Delivery is expected in March 2020, meaning you’ll
be the talk – and the eco-toast – of the town by
Easter next year.

MOT | SERVICE | REPAIRS | TYRES
100 YEARS OF MAIN DEALER EXPERIENCE
BEST MAIN DEALER ALTERNATIVE FOR
ALL MAKES AND MODELS
RELIABLE & EFFICIENT VEHICLE LOGISTICS
RECOVERY SERVICE NATIONWIDE

Contact us today for quick & reliable service
01708 629612 | www.ajservicing.co.uk | repairs@ajservicing.co.uk
The Moorings Garage, A127 Southend Arterial Road, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 3UB
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

ACCOUNTANT & TAX ADVISORS

ELECTRICAL & WHOLESALERS

GIFTS, BALLOONS & ACCESSORIES

ROOFING

ALL THINGS ACCOUNTING
Accounting & tax services, we help with self-assessment tax
return, corporation tax return, payroll, VAT return, CIS return
& bookkeeping. Call 07539 035537 for free initial consultation

CH ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS
Essex & East London’s leading electrical wholesalers
providing the trade & public a professional service with
access to all leading brands. 01708 730591

CLASSIC CARDS
Established for 24 years. Specialising in hand made cards,
personolised frames, large variations of gifts, jewellery &
balloon displays. Gift wrapping available. 01708 620460

JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior cleaning & maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC;
cleaned, repaired & renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833
572459

ACUPUNCTURE

ELECTRICIAN

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

SECURITY & ALARMS

HONG WEI CHINESE MEDICAL
Fully qualified & experienced, specialising in women’s health &
Fertility. Help with pain relief, emotional disorders, male/female
conditions. 01708 454888 | hongweichinesemedicine.co.uk

DEAN ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD
Domestic/Commercial, Repairs/Installation, Vehicle Charging
Points, Portable Appliance Testing, Fire Alarms, Emergency
Lighting, Installation Condition Reports. Call 01708 578038

THE LAUNDRY MAN
From everyday washing, drying & ironing. We can pretty
much launder anything & everything. Self service launderette
available. 01708 447710

J&L SECURITY
Your local residential & commercial security specialists.
Intruder Alarms, CCTV, Safe Fitting, Locksmith Services,
Security Lighting & More. 01277 699698

LOFT CONVERSIONS

SHOE REPAIRS & LOCKSMITHS

HIGH END LOFTS LTD
Beautiful Lofts, Expertly Built. Our “Hand-Holding” service
takes you from ideas, through Plans & Building Control, to
make your [home alteration] vision a reality 01708 578162

ARDLEIGH GREEN SHOE REPAIRS
Quality shoe repairs, key cutting, security locks, stitching
& patching, watch batteries, quality straps, engraving &
passport photos 01708 458021

BEAUTY & NAILS

FLOWERS & FLORISTRY

MOBILE PHONES & ACCESSORIES

BEAUTY BY NATASHA KATIE
A local, mobile LVL Technician. Fully qualified level 2 and
3 beauty therapist Babtac insured and approved. 07961
462672

THE PLANTIQUE
Our dedicated team of professional florists are able to assist
you with floral gifts for any occasion. We offer good quality
floral gifts at competitive prices. 01708 477255

HORNCHURCH MOBILE PHONES & ACCESSORIES
Support with the latest models of phones & tablets. Screen
Repair. Competitive pricing, fast turnaround & satisfaction
guaranteed. 01708 469103

JOIN THE LISTINGS

THE NAIL STUDIO
Nail Studio lets you switch off and pamper with highly skilled
technicians providing top treatments and nail products to
meet your every need. 07572 526519

CAR & VAN HIRE
SCENIC SELF DRIVE
Your self drive hire specialists. Whether you require modern
cars, motorhomes, vans or minibuses. Rest assured we will
provide you a professional service 01708 753461

CLEANING SERVICES
SPOTCLEAN LTD
Commercial & Domestic Services Specialising in Office,
Shop, New build, Refurbished & Residential Cleaning. We
ensure a Clean & hygienic environment 07940 213394

COMPUTER REPAIR & I.T.
MAPTEC IT
Your local residential & commercial IT specialists. We can fix
your computers, configure email accounts & printers. Setup
your Wi-FI, Internet router & network. 0203 865 7174
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FRENCH POLISHING

MOTORING

DC POLISHING
20 Years experience in wood restoration i.e. Furniture, doors,
staircases, worktops, minor repairs & FLOOR RESTORATION.
07949 204969 | dcpolishing.church@gmail.com

BMS CAR PARTS
For all your motoring requirements inc. Car parts, number
plates, key cutting, engine oil, tools, car accessories &
servicing. 01708 474187

FURNITURE RESTORATION

PAINTING & DECORATING

ABBEY GROUP
Abbey Group are specialist in creating, repairing & restoring
quality furniture & wood surfaces to the highest standard.
01708 741135

TRADITIONAL DECORATIONS
We are a family run business specialising in turning your
house into a home. Giving advice on current decorating
trends. 07737 562406

KINGS UPHOLSTERY
Handmade sofas & chairs designed especially for you to
your required specifications. Also providing in re-upholstery
& repair work. 01708 444125

GARDEN SERVICES
JOHN HEARNE
We take care of it all Lawn Mowing, Weeding, Planting,
General Tidying, Fence/Shed Painting, Driveway/Patio
Pressure Washing and more. Call for details 07908 523101
KINGS CUTS TREE SERVICES
A Huge range of tree services available & offer expert
arboricultural advice, ensuring your trees are looked after
responsibly. 01708 578030 | 07467 944671

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01708 578049 TODAY
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049

PLUMBING & HEATING
CMS PLUMBING HEATING & BATHROOMS
Corgi registered, 20+ years’ experience, public liability
insurance, offering free quotes. No job too small. Based in
Gidea Park. Call Craig 07855 589185
KINGS PLUMBING & HEATING
All work undertaken: All bathrooms, boiler servicing & gas
safe. 07956 343275 | www.kingsplumbingandheating.co.uk

£180

year

SPECIAL NAILS
Dedicated to provide the best quality nail care for Men &
Women. Walk-ins welcome, appointment bookings & gift
vouchers available. 01708 442248

For just

FLOORING & RESTORATION
PARNELL FLOORS
We can provide you with the perfect service from the supply,
fitting and finishing of new and reclaimed wooden floors
including the restoration of existing floors. 07780 671512

+VAT per

AUTO BODY REPAIRS
SQUIRRELS HEATH AUTOS
Est. Over 30 years taking care of major & minor bumper
scuffs, dents, scratches etc. Call for details 01708 437721
| 07745 629957

TILING
DR BETTS TILING
Large selection of floor & wall tiles, fitting service, porcelain,
ceramic, glass & natrual stone. Specialist in underfloor
heating. 01708 381349

WHITE GOODS & APPLIANCES
T.E.J. DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
Stockists of all major brands. Installation available, FREE
local delivery. Free standing & Built In Appliances. Extensive
stock. 01708 447752

WINDOWS & GLAZING
MAJOR GLASS & GLAZING
Specialising in all aspects of glass & glazing for both
domestic & commercial. UPVC, Conservatories, Bi-Fold
Doors, Double Glazing Repairs, Mirrors. 01708 525996

DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01708 578049 TODAY
ViSIOn Hornchurch edition26 | to advertise call 01708 578049
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in your area

The Havering Show returns this August bank holiday
weekend, boasting a bigger and better line-up than
ever before, from a Tina Turner and Robbie Williams
tribute, to Toploader and Alison Limerick. Why not
bring the family down and enjoy the scrumptious
street food and a Fairkytes live stage? Tickets are
£3 online and £4 on the door, children under 10 get
in for free. For more information or to buy tickets,
visit www.havering.gov.uk/haveringshow
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As a family company, Major Glass
and Glazing
specialises in all
www.majorglass.co.uk
aspects
glassUPVC
and Windows,
glazing,Doors
both
All types ofof
Glazing
Conservatories
&
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residential and commercial,FENSA
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Porches, Fascias & Soffits
prides itself on its ability to deliver
quality installations
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A-Level Results
ATIK, 108 South Street, Romford, RM1 1SS
August 15, 10pm – 4am
Whether you’re celebrating or commiserating, ATIK
is where everyone will be for the biggest A Level
Results Day. Early bird tickets are currently selling at
£3 via www.atikclub.co.uk/romford/15-08-2019/alevel-results
Blue Riband Event
Romford Golf Club, Health Drive, Romford,
RM2 5QB
August 23
34 teams, each team made up of three RGC
members and a top professional golfer from the
Eastern Region PGA ORDER OF MERIT LIST and
a chance to win a prize fund in excess of £10,000.
Guests are very welcome to come along and to
see how the game should be played.
Havering Show 2019
Harrow Lodge Park, Hornchurch Road,
Hornchurch, RM12 4PL
August 25 to August 26 , 11am – 7pm

Romford Trophy
Romford Golf Club, Health Drive, Romford,
RM2 5QB
September 6

REHAU
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ec

Hornchurch Jazz Club
Hornchurch Conservative Club, 25 North
Street, Hornchurch, RM11 1RS
August 11, 8.30pm – 11pm
Why not come down to the jazz club and
bar? If you want to hear musicians play jazz
saxophone, jazz clarinet, jazz piano, jazz
drums, jazz trumpet, jazz trombone, jazz
violin, or jazz bass why not visit one of the sessions
at the jazz club? These gigs are very friendly and
one of the best jazz nights in Hornchurch.

u g h th e G G

Registered Company 34040

QUALITY AUTHORISED
PARTNER

Our specialist glazing services include:

n Upvc, Aluminum and Timber Windows & Doors
n Conservatories, Orangeries and Roof Lanterns
n Bi-fold Doors

n Double Glazing Repairs
n Architectural Glazing
n Table Tops

MAJOR GLASS
AND GLAZING

Romford Golf Club is hosting its annual Romford
Trophy, where all the top amateur players from
throughout the country descend upon to battle it
out for one of the very top prizes of the season.

Hornchurch Photographic Society
Ardleigh House Community Association,
REHAU
42 Ardleigh
Green Road,
QUALITY Installation
Winners
of Hornchurch,
RM11 2LG
Every Monday, 7.45pm – 10pm
Looking for something to do on a Monday evening?
This small friendly camera club meet up every Monday
evening with a range of experienced photographers
to beginners. The Hornchurch Photographic
Society hold internal and external competitions,
with the external competitions being judged by an
experienced photographer. Membership starts from
£40 a year, for more information about joining, visit
hps@hornchurchphoto.co.uk

n Mirrors
…and more

of the
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We are based in Hornchurch, Essex, and are
dedicated to providing a cost effective service
Year
with unrivalled customer satisfaction.

www.majo

www.majorglass.co.uk
www.majorglass.co.uk

All types of

info@majorglass.co.uk
All types of Glazing UPVC Windows,
Doors
Conservatories & Orangeries
FENSA REHAU
Porches,
Fascias
&
Soffits
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